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Bishop nominees announced
BY RICHELLE THOMPSON
INTERCHANGE EDITOR
For 30 months, a small group of people from around the
diocese weeded through hundreds of recommendations,
interviews, essays and personal meetings in their search for
nominees for the Ninth Bishop of Southern Ohio.
On July 10, the work of the Nominating Committee
concluded with the presentation to the Standing
Committee of five priests to add to the slate of nominees. Now the decision is in the hands of convention
delegates and the people of Southern Ohio, who will
spend the next three months discerning who God is
calling to lead the diocese.
The nominees were chosen by the 13-member
Nominating Committee from a field of 83. More than
275 people were recommended.
The nominees are:
■ The Rev. Thomas Edward Breidenthal, Dean of

Religious Life and of the Chapel, Princeton University
■ The Rev. Robert Glenn Certain, Rector, St.
Margaret's Episcopal Church, Palm Desert,
California
■ The Rev. Susan E. Goff, Rector, St. Christopher's
Episcopal Church, Springfield, Virginia
■ The Rev. John F. Koepke, III, Rector, St.
Paul's Episcopal Church, Dayton, Ohio
■ The Rev. James B. Lemler, Director of Mission,
The Episcopal Church, New York, New York
These priests join an additional nominee, the
Rev. Canon George Hill. Rector of St. Barnabas,
Montgomery, Ohio, Hill was nominated by
petition in 2005. An election planned for June
11, 2005, was postponed after the House of
Bishops declared a moratorium on consents
See the special pull-out section (pages 9-20)
to bishop elections in March of 2005.
for more information about the nominees, including
biographies, experiences in ministry and views
PLEASE SEE NOMINEES, PAGE 3
on questions in the wider church.

Tired feet, happy hearts

PULL-OUT
SPECIAL SECTION

Rabbi, bishop
make pilgrimage
BY JENNIFER HAMBRICK
INTERCHANGE CONTRIBUTOR

Six teens from Russia traveled to the Dayton area this summer as guests of the
Miami Valley Episcopal Russian Network (MVERN). The organization sponsors youth
exchanges as a way to build diplomacy and relationships between the two countries.
During their visit, Christ Church, Dayton, sponsored a dance where about 30 local
teens demonstrated the bunny hop and the funky chicken. By the end of the
evening, it was impossible to tell Americans from Russians. Their clothes were “cool,”
their feet were hot, and the newly purchased shoes had been abandoned for the
pleasure of bare feet. Photo by Hayward Learn.

More than 50 years ago in the midst of the Nazi genocide of Jews,
Rabbi Alfred Gottschalk fled the tiny German village of Oberwesel.
In September, Gottschalk, the only surviving Jewish native of
Oberwesel, returns to his native village on a two-week Journey of
Remembrance and Renewal. Friends
and supporters from different faiths,
including the Rt. Rev. Herbert
Thompson Jr., the eighth bishop of
Southern Ohio, will join Gottschalk on
this trip in hopes of strengthening
Jewish-Christian bonds.
“We look at it as a pilgrimage, and as
ending old things so that we can move
on to renewal,” said Dr. Racelle
Weiman, trip coordinator and director of
the Center for Holocaust and Humanity
Education at Hebrew Union College.
Gottschalk, chancellor emeritus of
Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute
of Religion, will erect a headstone on
his grandfather's unmarked grave in the
Jewish cemetery in Oberwesel am
Rhein. The delegation will travel on to
Dresden where they will attend the first
ordinations of non-Orthodox rabbis in
Germany since 1942.

PLEASE SEE PILGRIMAGE, PAGE 24

REFLECTIONS

Slowing down in Southern
Ohio? Not on your life!
I am frequently asked if life is easier or the pace
slower now that General Convention is over. On one
level, the answer is, “Of course it is.” No longer are
we tending to the 1,001 details of hosting 10,000
people for 10 days.
However, on another level, this is an even more
critical time for us. In just a little more than three
months, we will elect the ninth diocesan bishop.
This issue of Interchange is full of information
about those the Nominating Committee has set
forth. There is much to do to prepare for that.
But even that is not the level of intensity that I am
talking about. The actions of General Convention and
the uncertainty of the next diocesan bishop of
Southern Ohio are converging into moments of mild
anxiety and holy consternation for the faithful servants
of Christ who make up our congregations. With this in
mind, I called the clergy of our diocese to a gathering
at Procter in mid-July. Eighty-five came, and we
began by sharing Eucharist with the Junior Camp participants. What an uplifting service that was! Our
young people are great worship leaders, and our
Procter camp program curriculum is designed to hone
their skills as ministers. It was good for our ordained
shepherds to be fed by these energetic young sheep.
Following that service, we gathered to “debrief”
Convention. For an hour and a half, our deputies and I
“reported” on all that General Convention accomplished.
We tried to present a balanced overview of all we did with
a particular emphasis on our commitment to living into

the Millennium Development
Goals. But a primary premise for
calling the clergy together was
the belief that we needed to
unpack our church's response to
the Windsor Report and the
actions taken by General
Convention regarding the
lifestyle of future bishops and the
place in our church of gay and
lesbian people. Although most of
us reiterated that this was neither
the largest issue of convention
nor the most important, it is the
one that got the most press and
the one that has some people
very concerned.
After our presentation, we broke into small groups
for lunch and asked the table groups to discuss how
these issues are impacting life in our congregations.
The conversation was lively. We then reconvened for
full group sharing. Some shared that indeed the abovementioned issues are causing some unease, and we
brainstormed ways we can address this. However in a
fairly rapid time, the tenor of the meeting shifted from
any willingness to simply stew over this or let it drain
us to a lively sharing of what our wonderful congregations are doing to advance the Good News of Jesus
Christ in their communities. There was a dramatic
shift in the energy level of the room as this occurred.

THE RT. REV.
KENNETH L.
PRICE JR.

We're not all in agreement over the actions of the
General Convention: some believe Convention did
not go far enough in responding to the Windsor
Report, while others believe we sold out our gay and
lesbian brothers and sisters. But it was most obvious
that the people of Southern Ohio are all committed to
making our church more responsive to the needs of
the world around us. We observed that by so doing, we
would also make our church more attractive to those
seeking a deeper knowledge of and life in Christ.
Standing in the front of the room, this bishop was both
humbled and blown away with gratitude for the positive
spirit and Christ-centeredness of our clergy. No one was
trying to duck the issues, but likewise no one was willing to let these issues get in the way of our pulling
together to make Jesus known to a hungry world.
Although this gathering was designed primarily for
clergy, others will be scheduled in the future at times
when more of our laity will be able to participate. Our
theologian-in-residence will be back in October to continue to lead us in the discussion as well. Also, the clergy
present expressed a desire to continue the discussions on
the local level. In the meantime, I am convinced that the
energy and activity level in our diocese is not going to
decrease but instead will increase as we pull together to
represent Jesus Christ to those around us.
I've said it before and will again . . . “Praise God
for Southern Ohio.” The people in this diocese certainly have their first priority straight . . . and that is
Jesus Christ, our Lord!!!!

A high school hero
Tammi stuck with it. Math was her most dreaded subject. Whenever she went into the grocery
story, she panicked because she couldn't add up
her purchases quickly and feared looking like a
Every once and a while, a writer will come
fool. In the program, she not only became comacross a story that is so unusual and heroic she
fortable with math, she even excelled in algeis stopped in her tracks. This happened during
bra. She passed her final math exam in the
the General Convention when the bishops'
spring of 2005, two days too late for that year's
spouses volunteered for a service project at St.
graduation ceremony. However, she received
John's, Town Street, in the Franklinton neighher diploma this spring and was the graduation
borhood of Columbus. Mariann Price, wife of
speaker. Not only has her academic life been
Bishop Ken Price, had arranged this first-ever
transformed, her personal life also has been
spouses' service day. Some 70 of us planted
transformed. Several years ago, she married a
gardens, cleaned kitchens, painted, did cardependable husband, and last year, her daughpentry and prepared a community dinner.
ter came back to her when her adoptive mother
Mary Kelsey and I planted flowers at
Orangie's trailer home and then tomatoes at Tammi Smith and her family celebrate on graduation day. In addition to serving died. The adoptive father asked if she would
take her child back. This was a blessing Tammi
the church's hospitality house. We all enjoyed as graduation speaker,Tammi was inducted into the National Adult Education
lunch with church members in the parish hall. Honor Society and received a perseverance award for sticking to her dream and couldn't have imagined in her wildest dreams.
And when her acceptance letter came from
I got talking to Tammi Smith, who was just receiving her GED in spite of setbacks. Photo by Marilyn Wall Jelinek
Columbus State Community College, she said,
about to graduate from high school through the
GED (General Equivalency Diploma) Program spon- less. For more than two years, she lived under bridges “I felt so good…there's an energy I never felt before.
sored by the church. The program began in l993 and has and in parks, and she had a baby when she was 19. I feel incredible. I never thought I'd get this far. Now
grown to a staff of eight (three teachers and five aides). Having no home, Tammi had to give her baby girl up my daughter (age l3) sees her own possibilities and
It received a 501 C (3) designation in l998, and this year, for adoption, but it was an “open adoption” so Tammi she wants to go to college.” Needless to say, Ella, the
GED director, is delighted that she is in a position to
280 students passed through the program. Tammi smiles could visit with her daughter from time to time.
In 2002, when Ella Bogard became director of the help students realize their possibilities and their
shyly but nothing can mask the thrill of accomplishment
St. John's GED Program, she needed to publicize the dreams. “This is my life's vocation. This is where
enjoyed by this 32-year-old high school graduate.
Times have not always looked so rosy for Tammi. program and enroll students. She thought the best way God wants me to be.”
I'd gone to St. John's in Franklinton to do particiShe recounted how she had quit school when she was to do it would be to sit on the church steps and talk to
12 in order to take care of her l0-year-old sister after anyone walking by that looked as if they might be pate in a small service project. I left inspired by the
her mother died. Suddenly she had to do it all: house- remotely interested. As it happened, Lillian, Tammi's courage of what one person can do to overcome
keeping, shopping, cooking and laundry, and she 59-year-old aunt, stopped by. She said she would sign tremendous obstacles to dramatically change the
made sure her sister went to school every day. A child up and that she would bring her nieces, Tammi and course of her life. Tammi Smith is a hero!
herself, Tammi took on all the domestic roles of a Margaret, with her. Lillian told Ella, “I'll stay with the
mother. Ultimately her life fell apart when her sister program until my kids get their diplomas, or I'll die Anne Rowthorn is a freelance writer whose most recent book
is Your Daily Life Is Your Temple (Seabury Books, 2006).
died tragically and suddenly. Tammi became home- trying.” Margaret dropped out, and Lillian died, but
BY ANNE ROWTHORN
INTERCHANGE CONTRIBUTOR
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Report from the Standing Committee
On July 10, the Nominating Committee completed
what had become a 30-month task by turning over to
the Standing Committee the names of the nominees
for the 9th Bishop of Southern Ohio. The Nominating
Committee's work began in January, 2004 and resulted one year later with the announcement of three nominees for our 9th bishop. Our election was postponed
due to the moratorium placed on consents to the election of bishops by the House of Bishops in March,
2005, which eventually resulted in the withdrawal of
all three of the nominees from that process. Only the
Rev. Canon George Hill, who was nominated by petition, remains from the original process. On June 11,
2005, the original date of our Episcopal election, the
Nominating Committee was charged with beginning a
new process that would result in a total of 3-5 nominees from the committee for an election on Nov. 11,
2006. This process was completed on July 10 when
the Standing Committee received those names with
deep gratitude for the work of the Nominating
Committee. The petition process began July 10 and
closes on Aug. 4.
While the Standing Committee has been making
plans for the election and transition processes over the
last 21/2 years, now the work begins in earnest as the
Standing Committee takes over the shepherding of the
nominees and continues the oversight of the petition
process, the nominee forums, communication with the
diocese regarding issues around the election and transition, planning the consecration, and providing for a
smooth transition from the time Bishop Price has
served as our Bishop in Southern Ohio to the arrival of
our ninth bishop. There is much information about the
nominees in this issue of the Interchange. The next
two issues before the convention also will contain
information about the election process. Further questions can be directed to Jon Boss, president of the
Standing Committee, at jbboss@fuse.net.

Nominee Forums
October
24 - St. Mark's, Upper Arlington, Evening hours TBA.
25 - St. Timothy's, Anderson Township, Evening hours TBA.
26 - St. Margaret's, Dayton, Evening hours TBA.
27 - Procter Camp & Conference Center, Mid-morning to mid-afternoon
hours, TBA.
28 - St. James, Zanesville, Mid-morning to mid-afternoon hours, TBA.
Information about the forums will be distributed online at www.episcopaldso.org, Bishop Search, and in upcoming issues of Interchange.
Pre-convention hearings/Nominee discussions
This year's pre-convention hearings will be held at the same time as the
follow-up discussions for the nominee forums. Each deanery will host a
pre-convention hearing and follow-up discussion. You may attend whichever meeting is most convenient for you. Budget committee members, representatives from Diocesan Council and those sponsoring resolutions will be
in attendance, so substantive dialogue can be expected at each of these
meetings. In addition, because of time constraints because of the election
on Nov. 11, these gatherings will be the formal hearings for proposed resolutions, the budget and other matters to come before convention.
October
30 - Miami River Deanery: Church of the Ascension, Middletown, 7 p.m.
November
1 - Cincinnati East Deanery: All Saints, Pleasant Ridge, 7 p.m.
Ohio River Deanery: Church of the Redeemer, 7 p.m.
2 - Dayton Deanery: St. Mark's, Dayton, 7 p.m.
Cincinnati West Deanery: Holy Spirit, Forest Park, 7:30 p.m.
4 - Northeast Deanery: St. John's, Cambridge, 3 p.m.
5 - Hocking Valley Deanery: Trinity, McArthur, 3 p.m.
Northwest Deanery: Trinity, Troy, 3 p.m.
Scioto River Valley Deanery: St. Paul's, Chillicothe, 3 p.m.
7 - Columbus Deanery: St. Patrick's, Dublin, 7 p.m.
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Bishop nominees announced
FROM PAGE 1
Only one of the original nominees –
Hill – continued in the process, while the
rest withdrew their names from consideration. The Nominating Committee conducted a second search after the postponed election.
Clergy and lay delegates will gather
Nov. 11 at Shawnee State University in
Portsmouth to elect the ninth bishop of
Southern Ohio – the successor to Bishop
Herbert Thompson Jr., who retired at the
end of 2005. Bishop Kenneth Price Jr.,
Southern Ohio's suffragan, is serving as
bishop in Southern Ohio until the election of the ninth bishop. Consecration for
Southern Ohio's ninth bishop is scheduled for April 28, 2007, in Columbus.
In the Episcopal Church, bishops are
charged with the work of leading, supervising and uniting the church. Bishops
represent Christ and his church, and they
are called to provide Christian vision and
leadership for their dioceses.
“Our hopes and prayers since we
began this process in late 2003 have
been that God would guide the minds
of those who shall choose a bishop for
our diocese,” said Jon Boss, president
of the Standing Committee, which
oversees the election of a new bishop.

Watch the next two issues of
Interchange for more details about the
Nominee Forums and follow-up deanery
discussions, and about the election –
God willing – for Nov. 11 in Portsmouth.
Prayer for the election of a bishop
“Almighty God, giver of every good gift:
Look graciously on your Church, and
so guide the minds of those who shall
choose a bishop for this Diocese, that
we may receive a faithful pastor, who will
care for your people and equip us for
our ministries; through Jesus Christ
our Lord.” Amen BCP page 818

“With the announcement of the names
of the five additional nominees, the
Nominating Committee has now fulfilled its assignment. Now it is the
responsibility of each lay delegate and
clergy who will elect our Ninth Bishop
on November 11 to begin his or her
own discernment process. We ask your
prayers for the electors and the nominees as we move forward on this journey.”
Mike Krug, chair of the Nominating
Committee, said they were “excited to
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present five outstanding nominees. Their
gifts and experiences for ministry are
breathtaking. Our work was spiritually
grounded, and all our decisions made by
consensus. So we can say, absolutely, that
all of us believe each of these five would
make an outstanding ninth bishop for
Southern Ohio.”
The nominees were chosen based on
priorities established by the diocese
through surveys and meetings in 2004
shaped by 3,000 Episcopalians in
Southern Ohio. These criteria formed
about 80 percent of the Nominating
Committee's decision, Krug said. The
other 20 percent was consideration for
experience with large, complex systems,
management of significant financial
resources and experience in diverse
church life, he said.
A petition process for any further nominees began July 10 and concludes Aug.
4. Petition nominees will be announced
by mid-October, following the completion of background checks. Nominee
forums will be held Oct. 24-28, with follow-up discussion meetings in each of
the diocese's deaneries. The nominee
forums are an opportunity for clergy and
lay delegates to ask questions of the bishop nominees and for everyone in the diocese to meet the nominees.

GENERAL CONVENTION

GC06: Deputies report, reflect
Editor's Note: The deputies - four clergy and four lay, as well as all of the alternates – were invited to offer their comments and reflections. The deputies see this
as part of their task – to not only attend and participate in General Convention but also to report back to the diocese and engage in dialogue about the decisions.
Please e-mail Jon Boss, chair of the deputation, at jbboss@fuse.net to schedule a visit from a General Convention deputy.

Spirit-filled
election

W

hile I am not an inarticulate person, the events
at the 75th General Convention regularly left
me awed and speechless and humbled – and I
am not alone in believing that the Holy Spirit was powerfully present with us in our deliberations and actions. One
of the duties of General Convention is to confirm the election of bishops. Like Matthias in Acts, the election of bishops is confirmed by the larger church to effectuate the special role our chief pastors play in the life of the whole
Church. Between General Conventions, such confirmations are undertaken by Standing Committees and “bishops with jurisdiction.” When an election takes place within the prescribed period prior to General Convention,
however, confirmation is undertaken by the convention
itself. The process begins in the Committee on the
Consecration of Bishops. I was honored to serve on that
committee, and especially so during the afternoon of June
18, after the envelope from the House of Bishops arrived
signifying that a new Presiding Bishop had been elected.
After the committee received it and had been escorted into
a nearby room, we stood in prayer and opened the envelope. There are moments when one steps into what is
called a “thin place” where heaven and earth are not so far
apart. Such was that room for me. Some will not be
pleased with certain actions of Convention, including the
election of Katharine Jefferts Schori as the new Presiding
Bishop, but for me, there was nothing General
Convention did that was more Spirit-filled than its work
on the election of bishops. Praise God.

Daniel S. Dice
Lay Deputy

‘A good learning
experience’

I

loved seeing so many Episcopalians in one place and
especially in my own backyard. I really enjoyed visiting with many old friends and acquaintances. And I
was proud of Southern Ohio and all the volunteer work
done prior to convention and during convention. Many
visitors to Columbus for the first time said they were
impressed with Columbus and our Southern Ohio hospitality.
General Convention reminded me of an extremely long
and busy vestry meeting. Some work was necessary and
important. Other work was necessary but not as important. Due to the vast size of the convention, a lot of time
was spent on procedural issues. Surely there is a way to
do convention in a quicker, more efficient manner.
I was surprised and thrilled with the election of
Katharine Jefferts Shori as our first female Presiding
Bishop. I was totally caught off guard!
I was not so totally surprised with convention's reaction
to the Windsor Report. I understand why convention acted
as it did, but I am not so sure it was the right decision.
Having the convention in Southern Ohio was a good
learning experience for all of us involved.

The Rev. Philip College
Clergy Alternate Deputy

Debby Stokes, lay deputy from Southern Ohio, prepares for the day's legislation. Photo by the Rev. Dcn.
Derrick Fetz

‘Christ was always at the center’

G

eneral Convention is a special time in
the life of the church. We all assemble
together: young and old, of varied cultural and ethnic backgrounds, Americans and
those from many other countries, including
European and African, conservatives, moderates
and liberals. We come to listen to God's word
and discern what God is calling us as a community of His people to do. General Convention is
also a family reunion where we renew old
friendships and create new ones.
Every three years, our everyday lives come to
a halt and the life of the church takes over. For
nine days, nothing but church business existed.
Each day began at 7:30 a.m. and ended at about
midnight. The days were filled with committee
meetings, hearings, legislative sessions, forums,
special services, receptions and dinners. God
and our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ was
always at the center. Before our business sessions, we came together for Holy Eucharist. We
paused for noonday prayers and often throughout the course of the day, we asked for God's
guidance as we struggled with making difficult
decisions.
There were numerous highlights for me: In
addition to the two significant events – the election of a Presiding Bishop and the Windsor
Report, the General Convention approved a
number of resolutions that will have an impact
on the life of this diocese. We restored funds for
Appalachian ministries in the 2007-09 budget.
We approved the continuation of support for the
Millennium Development Goals, which will
help us carry out our Baptismal Covenant. We
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approved a number of resolutions that had to do
with peace and justice such as the protection of
our children, the health of everyone, living wage
for everyone, the ministry to our prisons, the
development of young adult leadership and the
elimination/reduction of violence against our
youth. We also approved a transition to the
Revised Common Lectionary. And, to add to the
work of anti-racism, we will increase our focus
on reconciliation.
The resolutions from the Windsor Report
were, for the most part, controversial. Our final
decision on B-033 was a necessary but painful
decision. There are no winners in this decision.
However, it does give our Presiding Bishopelect the tools by which she can sit at the table
and begin dialogue around how we in the
Anglican Communion can live in peace and harmony with each other given our differences.
Although difficult, this can be done. And, I
believe that Presiding Bishop-elect Katharine
Jefferts Shori can do it.
For deputies, General Convention is over, but
the hard work has just begun. We will be
reviewing the approved resolutions and deciding what resolutions will be brought before the
diocese at our convention in November. And,
we hope that each parish will invite us to visit
over the next two years so that we can dialogue
about what happened and how the decisions
made will impact your parish.

Debby Stokes
Lay Deputy, Chair of the Local Host
Committee

GENERAL CONVENTION

A commitment
to mission

W

hile many gathered on June 14 to listen to
discussions on appropriate responses to the
Windsor Report, more than 120 gathered in
another conference room to hear 51 people tell
incredible stories of witness – of their passion and
commitment to different ways The Episcopal Church
(TEC) reaches out both across the oceans and outside
our own windows and works to spread the Gospel. “I
am a product on your investment in our Historic
Black Colleges” one said. “When I was growing up in
West Virginia, the Church was my family,” another
witnessed. The Episcopal Conference of the Deaf is
focusing on the youth and young adults. We heard an
expression of thanks from a representative from
Liberia and a plea not to reduce funding for our ministries with Native Americans. Some urged us not to
forget seniors, youth and young adults as we added
“children” – those 12 and under – to one of the
church's mission priorities. The Millennium
Development Goals (MDG) were added to “Justice
and Peace” and have become our top mission priority, while “lifelong learning” was added to reinforce
that our spiritual learning does not end with “Sunday
School.” Our Joint Standing Committee on Program,
Budget & Finance, on which I serve, responded by
instructing all Commissions, Committees, Agencies
and Boards to reduce the number of face-to-face
meetings and change how they and other functions of
TEC conduct their activities so that the 75th General
Convention could be presented with – and ultimately
adopt – a mission-oriented budget and make a full and
significant commitment to the Millennium
Development Goals.

Jon Boss
Lay Deputy, Deputation Chair

Bishop and
Mariann
Price at
General
Convention.
Photo by
Julie
Murray.

Time, talent and treasure

T

he unity of the Anglican Communion and the election of the 26th Presiding Bishop of the
Episcopal Church were first and foremost on my mind at the 75th General Convention.
Nevertheless, there was other important church work to be done. I was privileged to serve as a
deputy from Southern Ohio for the second time and on the Standing Commission on Stewardship and
Development. What an honor it was to be a member of an outstanding deputation from the host diocese!
The hard work and dedication of our host committee and volunteers gave new meaning to the words
“Ministry of Hospitality.” Thanks sisters and brothers for making the Diocese of Southern Ohio proud.
The Stewardship and Development commission is mandated “to hold up before the Church the
responsibility of faithful stewardship of time, talent, and treasure in grateful thanksgiving for God's
gifts.” The Commission recommends strategies for stewardship education throughout the Church
with special sensitivity to the cultural and linguistic diversity of the Church.
Our committee work began on June 12 at 7:30 a.m. with hearings. Resolution A099 Stewardship and
Ordination called on the 75th General Convention to direct the bishops and/or Commission on Ministry
to include on written applications for postulancy a question about the applicant's theology and practice
of stewardship. Resolution A100 Christian Formation called for the 75th General Convention to direct
all Commissions, Committees, Agencies and Boards to respond to the crisis in Christian Formation in
the Episcopal Church. Resolution A101 Stewardship of Relationships stated that members of the 75th
General Convention should offer themselves to an individual from whom they have become separated,
asking Christ's forgiveness from that person before the close of the Convention. Resolution A102 The
Culture of Debt called upon the 75th General Convention to direct each diocese, over the next triennium, to offer training, education and resources that promote the healthy role of money in our lives,
including faithful habits of budgeting, sharing, saving, responsible handling of debt, and life and estate
planning. These and other resolutions were amended and recommended for adoption.
One of the emotional moments for me was my testimony before the Program, Budget & Finance
Committee for the restoration of $300,000 for the three Episcopal, historic black colleges. As an
alumnus of Saint Augustine College in Raleigh, N. Carolina, I felt it was my duty to fight for the next
generation of African-American leaders in the Episcopal Church.

The Rev. Benjamin E. K. Speare-Hardy II
Clergy Deputy

Deputy and volunteer

A

s a first-time attendee at a General Convention, I was impressed with the size of the event and
the scope of the legislation before both houses. It was a privilege to sit on the floor of the House
of Deputies for one session representing our diocese. It was an equal privilege to be part of a
team of volunteers who were able to facilitate the flow of this convention and enable bishops, deputies
and visitors to experience convention with as little difficulty as possible.
I was thrilled with the Election of Katharine Jefferts-Schori as our new Presiding Bishop, pleased
that funding for Appalachian Ministries was restored to the Budget, joyful to experience the convention Eucharists and saddened and disappointed with much of the debate around the Windsor Report.
It was a wonderful experience to participate in this triennial family reunion and to see friends from
throughout the Episcopal Church with whom I have worked on various occasions in the past. And it
was great to be a part of two teams during General Convention: the team of thoughtful and dedicated
deputies and alternates, and the team of hard-working, pleasant and helpful volunteers. And now on to
Portsmouth and the election of the next Bishop of Southern Ohio!

Deputies and volunteers head into another meeting. Photo
by Richelle Thompson

The Rev. Dcn. John Brandenburg
Clergy Alternate Deputy
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Windsor Report
response: a place
at the table

T

he 75th General Convention passed seven resolutions
in response to requests and recommendations made
in the Windsor Report. The overall effect of these resolutions was to demonstrate that The Episcopal Church is
committed to remaining in Christian community with other
provinces of the Anglican Communion as the Communion
explores how we might continue in relationship in spite of
our differences on human sexuality.
The seven resolutions are the following:
■ A159: Commitment to relationships of interdependence in the Anglican Communion
■ A160: Expression of regret for strains caused by
actions surrounding GC 2003
■ B033: Call to Standing Committees and Bishops with
jurisdiction not to consent to the election as bishop of persons whose “manner of life” would cause further strains
within the Communion
■ A163: Adoption of a process for Delegated Episcopal
Pastoral Oversight (DEPO) for providing alternative bishops from outside their dioceses for those who cannot accept
the pastoral oversight of their Diocesan Bishop
■ A165: Commitment to the Windsor and Listening
processes
■ A166: Commitment to the process for developing an
Anglican Covenant
■ A167: Reaffirmation that all baptized gay and lesbian
Christians “have a full and equal claim with all other persons upon the love, acceptance, and pastoral concern and
care of the Church” (GC 1976-A069)
In adopting this set of resolutions, Convention went as
far as it could go in making conciliatory gestures to the
parts of The Episcopal Church and wider Anglican
Communion offended by actions of the 74th General
Convention - without withdrawing its support for New
Hampshire Bishop Gene Robinson or for the decision to
consent to his consecration.
It acted to enable Presiding Bishop-elect Katharine
Jefferts Schori to have a place at the table in continuing
discussions about human sexuality within the
Communion, in some parts of which gay and lesbian
people not only have no affirmation but are actively persecuted. If other parts of the Communion respond with
like “forbearance, trust, and respect” (A159), then The
Episcopal Church will have done all it could in the circumstances to provide our gay and lesbian sisters and
brothers in other parts of the Communion a voice in our
ongoing worldwide conversation about their place in the
Church.

Don Reed
Lay Deputy

‘Finding a larger
community’

‘The grace of God will
see us through’
I

f politics is the art of cutting deals, then politics was not the game in the final Windsorrelated action, B033: “equal opportunity” in
making people unhappy. There were no tradeoffs in which two sides exchanged concessions.
Did we sell out one minority to placate
another? Did we reject our faithful to buy time
with antagonists Did we say nothing, to alienate as few as possible? Did we refuse the only
possible right stand because we reject divine
authority?
Those who wanted recantation of actions in
2003 already had decided to appeal for external
jurisdiction, regardless of the vote. Their dioceses do not support the ministries of The
Episcopal Church. Their opposition to B033
was interesting, as they were going to make the
same announcement whether we concurred or
not.
Archbishops who have not listened to other
interpretations of Scripture in the past three
decades will not care about our wrestling with
an impossible ultimatum. Many gay and lesbian Christians who have supported our
church, without threats, were hurt.
A Deputy from Oklahoma assured me that moderate conservative Episcopalians will use this
resolution, to learn from others' biblical understandings and life in Christ.
I lack confidence that we did “the right thing” but hope we did the best we could in a bind. In
our weakness, the grace of God will see us through, to proclaim the reconciling love of Christ in
a broken world. Those willing to suffer the pain with us will also be there to celebrate the joy.

The Rev. Paula Jackson
Clergy Alternate Deputy

‘The Church in action’

I

have attended five General Conventions. But this one was different because of its variety for
me, personally. I served as an alternate deputy, a volunteer, an exhibitor and an observer. As
a result, I saw far more of convention than I ever saw before.
I talked with our deputies and felt their joy when legislation passed, and things ran smoothly. I
heard their pain and anguish over hard choices and tough decisions.
I saw so many volunteers, 54 from St. Patrick's alone. One bishop asked me, “Is your congregation staffing the whole convention?” I served as a volunteer in the House of Bishops and
watched as our leadership wrestled openly and honestly with the concerns brought before them.
Our own Ken Price sat at the front dais as secretary. Our church is blessed to have such leaders.
I signed my book, Saving Salvation, one afternoon in the exhibit hall. What a wonderful feeling it is to have people from all over the country come up to me and say things like, “Oh, so
you're the one who wrote that book. We loved it!”
And as I did at four previous conventions, I attended worship – what a glorious sight, to see
thousands join in song, prayer, and communion, as the body of Christ. I also enjoyed watching my
wife Jan, and mother-in-law Joy Sargent, as they led reflection programs for the youngest children
attending the daily Eucharists.
I may have attended four previous conventions. But I saw more of the Church in action this time
around – the Holy Spirit is alive and well in our midst.

The Rev. Stephen Smith
Clergy Alternate Deputy

T

o paraphase a local theme, “The hood is bigger
than you think,” I'd use the Episcopal Church is
smaller than you'd think. My three days at convention were very fruitful: Just being there and soaking up the
ambiance; renewing old friendships that had lapsed over
many years; seeing how the church really works; finding
a larger community in the celebration of Holy Eucharist
every morning; and discovering a good place to shop for
church goods and gifts.

Volunteers
and diocesan
staff members
enjoy some
fellowship
after a long
day at
convention.
Photo by Julie
Murray

Isaiah Hyman
Lay Alternate Deputy
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‘Listening
for the voice
of Christ’

Groups
from
around the
diocese
pieced
together
these
quilts,
designed to
reflect
different
aspects of
the ministry
in Southern
Ohio.
This quilt:
delight.
Photo by
Julie Murray

W

hen I first heard people talking about
Millennium Development Goals
(MDG), I wondered, “What are the
MDG?” Here is the answer.
The Millennium Development Goals:
■ Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
■ Achieve universal primary education
■ Promote gender equality and empower
women
■ Reduce child mortality
■ Improve maternal health
■ Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
■ Ensure environmental stability
Develop a global partnership for development
What surprised me is that these are attainable
goals, not in some far distant future, but attainable in our lifetime. We have the resources at our
disposal today to address these needs and to lift
more than 500 million people out of extreme
poverty. More than 300 million children would
no longer suffer from hunger, and the lives of
more than 30 million children under the age of
five would be saved.
The Episcopal Church has affirmed our call to
work through our members, our congregations,
our dioceses and our governments to raise
awareness of this program and to pursue its
goals. The goals listed above were developed
by the leaders of the world's nations in cooperation with the United Nations. We are asked to
offer 0.7% of our individual, congregational and
diocesan incomes to meet these goals. When we
do, by that meager offering we are able to follow
Christ's call to minister unto the least of these,
Christ's brothers and sisters in an effective and
measurable way.
Perhaps one of the most significant experiences of General Convention for me was to
see how all the various parts of the convention influence the whole. For example, I
attended hearings on the Millennium
Development Goals, Liturgy, and Program,
Budget & Finance. The Millennium
Development Goals address those who suffer
from the greatest poverty. At the hearings for
Liturgy, I found liturgies that addressed children who moved from a crib to a big bed.
That liturgy was written to celebrate those
babies who lived long enough to make it to a
big bed - those who were not among the 30
million who died before reaching age five!
When I attended the hearings for reallocating
funds in the budget hearings, the Millennium
Development Goals became a larger focus
than what was in the proposed budget.
Working to pull all of these parts together to
see the big picture meant many of us stayed
up very late talking about what we learned
each day. It also meant getting up early, grabbing meals on the run and staying up late for
hearings. It meant extra legislative sessions.
And it was all worth it! Through time and
conversation, through listening for the voice
of Christ in each other and through a willingness to let our ideas be reshaped by the Holy
Spirit working among us, we were able to
accomplish much more than we could have
otherwise.

The Rev. Heather Wiseman
Clergy Deputy

Small church ministry: vital and alive

S

ome of the very important work that occurs at General
Convention is done by the 26 legislative committees that
meet each morning during the early days of the convention. Their work generally does not generate the headlines that
other “newsworthy” topics might receive, but their work lays
the groundwork for the resolutions that are presented to each
house.
I was privileged to serve on the Committee on the Church in
Small Congregations. For our work, a small congregation was
defined as one with an average Sunday attendance of 100 or
less. Seventy percent of the congregations in The Episcopal
Church are in this category. We found the work of the parishes to be vital and alive, and we directed the church office to
compile and distribute resources that will celebrate and
enhance this vibrancy. As was the case in all of the cognate
committees, the membership was divided between bishops
and deputies and was co-chaired by one from each house. It
was a very collegial group, and I value the warm friendships
that I made there. My only regret is that one morning I made the mistake of wearing a purple shirt, something that a mere deacon should not do in the company of eight bishops!

The Rev. Dcn. Dick Schisler
Clergy Deputy

Election: an anniversary gift

T

hirty years ago, preparation for the l976 General Convention was intense. Day and night, we prepared
and worked on a list of every deputation and the possible pro or con deputy that we might convince
to vote for women priests. I spoke at the public hearing, and this was a frightening moment. Watching
the debate and vote from the distance of the gallery was difficult, hearing each deputation's vote read excruciating, and then to win by one vote in the clergy order and two in the lay order, was incredible.
This convention had the tension of the Windsor Report and the election of the presiding bishop. Don Reed
followed the Windsor Report's special committee, and he reported each day what was being proposed. Don's
balanced and thoughtful approach along with his great sense of humor was a joy.
I was assigned to the Ministry Committee. Our work was to put finishing touches on the work of the last triennium, and it involved standardizing the form of the expectations for Holy Orders. The secretary of the cognate committee was Katherine Jefferts Scori. I loved being on the committee with her and watching her work.
Everywhere I went, there were people I knew, volunteering. I was very proud of our diocese. Several people stopped me to thank the diocese for the hospitality, good nature and patience of our volunteers.
High moments for me: visiting the Episcopal Church Women Triennial Meeting to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the ordination of women with our deputation; attending the U2charist with so many young and not-soyoung people; and of course, the surprise election of our first woman presiding bishop. I was overwhelmed with
joy and incredulous at the power of the spirit. The Rev. Ben Speare-Hardy turned around after the election was
announced and grinned at me. “Pat,” he said. “I think you have your anniversary gift from God!”

The Rev. Pat Merchant
Clergy Deputy
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Churches team
up with Habitat
for Humanity
BY SALLY JOHNSON
INTERCHANGE CONTRIBUTOR
Now there are diversities of gifts, but
the same Spirit.
The Apostle Paul's words to the
Corinthians were profoundly demonstrated by members and friends of the
Episcopal Churches in Champaign
County on a sunny Saturday in May.
The Church of Our Savior in
Mechanicsburg and the Church of the
Epiphany in Urbana joined forces with
members of the community and the
local International Habitat for
Humanity affiliate to help build one of
the partner family homes in Urbana.
The cooperative workday for the
two churches was the idea of Marilyn
Foulk, member of Our Savior. Gary
Rees and Ed Hardin coordinated the
effort at Epiphany. Jim Ballard,
founder and director of the local
Habitat affiliate, provided information
and guidelines and set the date for the
workday.
The Rev. Tim West, missioner of the
Northern Miami Valley Episcopal
Cluster, and his wife, Becky, signed up
for the work crew, praising the undertaking of the two small congregations
as “most audacious and love-filled.”
On May 13, more than 30 men,
women and children eagerly converged on the Louden Street site, full
of energy and with tools at the ready.
Some were professional contractors;
others had honed their skills through
maintenance and repair of their own
homes, and a few had special technical
know-how. For some, it was a brandnew experience.
And, there are differences of administration, but the same Lord.
Local Habitat affiliate board member Jim Oliver was on hand to assist as
were building professionals Joe Rees
and Jason Brown. “They gave those of
us who are “carpentry-challenged”
much-needed guidance,” said West.
Epiphany's Anthony Ehresmann
admitted he was talked into volunteering. “I wasn't looking forward to
pounding nails all day long, but I ended
up having so much fun, I didn't want to
leave at the end of the day! To me, this
program gives us all the opportunity to
fulfill Jesus' commandment to love thy
neighbor!”
That's the spirit of Habitat. Founded in
1972 by Millard and Linda Fuller, Habitat

More than 30 men, women and children, including several folks from Our Savior, Mechanicsburg, and Epiphany, Urbana, helped build
a Habitat for Humanity home. Photos by Meredith McGill.
for Humanity International is a non-profit, non-denominational Christian housing
ministry. It organizes the building of simple, decent, affordable houses, teaming up
with those who lack adequate shelter
regardless of race, religion and ethnicity.
According to Habitat, the program
has built more than 200,000 homes,
providing shelter for at least a million
people in 100 countries. In 1998,
Habitat was the 15th largest home
builder in the United States.
Previous work crews at the Urbana
home site had poured the foundation
and laid the floor. “We framed up the
house and built the exterior walls and
virtually all of the interior walls in that
one day,” said West.
“It was a marvel to see how we
could work together, skilled and nonskilled, to create a project out of love
and humility. I believe it is a living sign
of the Kingdom where love, cooperation and grace live together,” he said.
“The spirit of compassion and
unselfish giving generated that day will
probably outlast the house.”
There are diversities of operations,
but it is the same God which worketh
all in all.
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Three generations of the Rees family turned out: Gary and Janet; their
daughter, Meredith; and son, Joe and
his 11-year-old son, Logan. Urbana
Fire Department Capt. Dave Torsell
and firefighter John Dale and his son,
Ryan, also came to help and were
recruited by West, who is also the
department chaplain.
The crews proceeded at a steady
pace all day, pausing only for a cold
drink or something to eat, served by
volunteers whose gifts ran more to hospitality than home building.
When the assignment was completed, the weary work crews surveyed the
results, joking about sore muscles,
scrapes and bruises. Gary Rees remembers something else: the overwhelming
sense of satisfaction that descended
like a benediction.
“We were amazed and humbled by
all that had been accomplished – seeing the house take shape around us by
our combined efforts. There's nothing
more rewarding than working with
your hands,” he said.
”The outpouring of volunteers is a
wonderful blessing,” said local Habitat
director Ballard, “and, thus far, God

has given us beautiful weather for each
of the work days.”
Ballard said that funds to build this
first house were donated by individuals, churches and businesses, with the
largest contributor being Honeywell
International.
“The houses are not free,” Ballard
added. “They are sold to the family at no
profit with a no-interest mortgage. The
partner family must complete 200 hours
of sweat equity per adult living in the
home, up to a maximum of 500 hours.
“Included in those hours is a credit
repair workshop or a class on budgeting money. A mentor works with them
the first year. We try to help the partner
family be successful,” Ballard said.
A single mother and her two children, ages 10 and 2 will purchase the
Urbana house, due to be completed in
October. It will make an attractive,
comfortable, safe home, richly blessed
by the diverse gifts of the Spirit, manifested by the members and friends of
the Episcopal Churches of Champaign
County.
Sally Johnson is a member
of Epiphany, Urbana.

SPECIAL REPORT:

NOMINEES FOR THE IX BISHOP OF SOUTHERN OHIO
The Rev. Thomas
Edward Breidenthal, D. Phil.

other and the larger community, and I knew that common work on the service
would accomplish that. So, once I identified key students, faculty and staff, I gathered them in my office and gave them time to get to know one another and to share
their grief. Then, although I offered options, guidance and support, I made it clear
that the service was theirs to shape. The challenge was to honor everybody's perspective – but first we had to get these perspectives out onto the table. The group
included Muslims, Christians, Jews and non-religious people. Moreover, the student's family had Buddhist and Christian ties. There was sufficient trust in me and
in my office for individuals to express themselves freely. Out of their interaction, a
powerful memorial service emerged. More importantly, the group felt authorized
and equipped to reach out to the student's parents, which they did with grace. The
service in the chapel was attended by over 600 people, and I believe provided a
chance for the university to begin to heal.

Professional History
■ 2002- Dean of Religious Life and of
the Chapel, Princeton University
■ 1992-2001 John Henry Hobart
Professor of Christian Ethics and Moral
Theology, General Theological Seminary
■ 1988-1992 Rector, Trinity Church,
Ashland, Oregon
■ 1986-1988 Senior Chaplain, Harvard
School, North Hollywood, California
■ 1983-1986 Episcopal Church
Foundation Fellow, Oxford, England
■ 1981-1983 Assistant, St. Michael and
All Angels, Portland, Oregon
■ 1982 Ordained to the Priesthood
(Deacon 1981)

2. DISCERNING VISIONARY. Describe a time when you used theological
insights to address a major opportunity and what happened.
Princeton recognizes 16 campus chaplains. When I arrived, 12 of these met regularly to share information and offer mutual support. However, the directors of the evangelical fellowships were not part of this group, owing to a history of mistrust and hurt
on both sides. This seemed unacceptable to me. I had embraced ministry in an ecumenical and interfaith setting because I believe Jesus calls us to persist in community
with those who differ from us. In Revelation 14:4, even the purest of the pure “follow
the Lamb wherever he goes,” and where does he ever go but out into the crowd? How
much more should we follow Jesus into fellowship with anyone who is seeking to serve
God. Integrity and authentic witness are not the opposite of communion with religious
people who disagree with us in good faith. This argument was not a hard sell to either
group of chaplains: both sides remembered the ministry they had shared spontaneously on 9/11. But my relationship with each of them, coupled with my own expressed
conviction that communion can and should go hand in hand with disagreement, placed
me in a unique position to stand for the possibility of a united chaplaincy. Within two
years, that merger was accomplished. Today, this ecumenical and interfaith group is a
complex, lively and highly creative group of men and women spanning the whole spectrum of American religious life from left to right, which models true mutual love in the
face of difference. I am proud of their work and honored to be associated with them.

Education
■ 1991 D. Phil. in Theology, Oxford
University
■ 1981 M. Div. with Distinction, Church Divinity School of the Pacific
■ 1977 M. A. in English Literature, University of Victoria
■ 1974 B. A. Portland State University (Oregon), with High Honors

Congregation
■ Emphasis on civic involvement as heart of Anglican mission
■ Strong lay leadership and ministry
■ Biblical preaching

Dioceses
■ New Jersey: Ethics Instructor, Deacon Formation Program (1997-2001; 2006-)
■ New York: Advent Quiet Day based on Luke 2:14, at Cathedral of St. John
the Divine
■ Colorado: Theological Consultant and Panelist, Reconvened Convention,
March 2000.

3. DEALING WITH CONFLICT AND CHANGE. Tell us a story about
when you led, proactively, in addressing an important and complex issue and
what happened.
The office I head – Religious Life (ORL) – benefits from substantial endowments.
When I arrived, we had no itemized budget and no transparent procedure for deciding how to use these resources. Decisions were made ad hoc or by renewing old decisions without review. Although the dean had ultimate say, spending requests typically originated in different programmatic areas (e.g., chapel worship, community service, and interfaith initiatives) with no consultation within the office. This system only
worked because ORL consistently underspent its resources. In the absence of a normal budgeting process, ORL had no clear sense of priorities, no habit of goal-setting,
and no definition of its role and mission in the university. In considering how to tackle this problem, I foresaw inevitable turf issues and cultural resistance. My first step
was to ask everyone responsible for program to help me lay out our actual spending
in the form of a line-item budget. This process got everyone's agendas onto the table,
encouraged senior staff to engage in each others' programs, and forced us to weigh
each budget item in relation to an emerging big picture. The next step was to ask that
all spending requests, whether new or long-standing, be supported with a rationale
that related to the work of ORL as a whole. As goals became clarified, new programs
were generated, which in turn yielded full use of our available resources and the
necessity to achieve a balanced budget through thoughtful prioritization. It took several years to get to this point, but the mutual accountability, shared vision and open
process we have achieved was well worth the time.

Wider Church
■ Member, ARCUSA (Anglican-Roman Catholic Consultation in the USA) 2004 ■ General Board of Examining Chaplains of the Episcopal Church, 1997-2001
■ Director, Center for Jewish-Christian Studies and Relations (GTS), 1994-1997
■ Member, Planning and facilitation team, Conference on Third World Debt
Relief, Office of UN Anglican Observer, 1996.

Presentations and Publications
■ “Sharper Than a Two-Edged Sword: Following the Logic of the Text in
Preaching,” Conference on Preaching, Teaching and Living the Bible, Duke
University, May, 2006.
■ Presenter on “Communion as Disagreement,” Province 2 Bishops' retreat,
2006
■ Panelist, “Raising Ethical Children,” Center for Religious Inquiry,
St. Bartholomew's, NYC, 2005
■ Sacred Unions: A New Guide to Life-Long Commitment, 2006
■ Christian Households: The Sanctification of Nearness, 1997

Personal
■ Married: Margaret Ann Garner; two daughters, Magdalene, 20; Lucy, 17

4. TEACHING. Tell us about a time when you used scripture, reason and
tradition to deepen peoples' understanding of God's presence and what was
the outcome.
Two years after I came to Trinity Church in Ashland, Oregon, the first Gulf War erupted. Ashland is an eclectic town of 16,000, with a rich and sometimes divisive political
mix, nestled under the Siskiyou Pass just north of the California border. This rugged area
was settled by fiercely independent people, whose values are still deeply etched there.
Ashland is also home to a state university and a major year-round theater, and it's a popular place for retirement. When war broke out, some parishioners demanded that services end with the National Anthem; others joined in nightly peace vigils in the town
square. Immediately following the American invasion, I preached on just war and pacifism, two Christian approaches to war rooted in early Christianity. I emphasized the
built-in tension between the imitation of Christ (who refused to defend himself) and the
obligation of Christians in public office to protect innocent people. I also announced that
the adult education forum (already an established feature of Sunday mornings at Trinity)
would be devoted for six weeks to exploring these two moral theological approaches to
war, with their common commitment to avoiding violence. In the resulting series, I pre-

Nomination
■ By Nominating Committee

Answers to Experience Questions posed
by the Nominating Committee
1. NURTURING & EMPOWERING OTHERS. Give us an example of
when you called, developed and empowered the right people to lead an important ministry and what was the outcome.
Two years ago, Princeton suffered a student suicide. I organized the university's
pastoral response, and, with my associate deans, spent hours with students, faculty
and staff. I also sat with the parents in their home. But when it came to planning a
memorial service on campus, I stepped back. I wanted the student's friends to do the
planning, so they would know they need not be passive or without hope in the face
of death. I also wanted to raise up a group of stake-holders who could support each
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sented differing applications of the Bible to the question of war, invited lively but
respectful discussion, and equipped parishioners to take theologically informed stands.
The result was diminished fear of disagreement on this and other moral issues, more
cooperation across the political spectrum on local social justice issues (e.g., preserving
and generating low-income housing) and more accountability to a multi-faceted tradition of Biblical interpretation and ethical reflection. Not coincidentally, I believe,
teenagers began showing up pretty regularly for the Sunday morning forum.
5. EVANGELISM & CHURCH GROWTH. Tell us about a time when you created a plan to grow church involvement and attendance and what was the result.
My first decision when I arrived as dean was whether to grow the Sunday morning
service. Our neo-Gothic chapel seats 1800 people, but barely a hundred – mostly kindly townspeople – worshipped there regularly. Apart from the choir, few undergraduates
attended. It was not obvious how this Christian service related to the university community or how it reflected the interfaith mission of the Office of Religious Life. I opted
for growth, partly for strategic reasons (an energetic ecumenical service would raise the
profile of religion on campus across the board) and partly because I couldn't bear to pass
up this opportunity for congregational development. The first task was to make our worship more unambiguously Christ-centered, and to reach out to conservative as well as
liberal Christians. This was accomplished by re-establishing a tradition of strong biblical preaching grounded in the Revised Common Lectionary. The second task was to turn
the congregation into a community. We made worship more interactive, spread out
responsibility for greeting, reading, and leading prayers, and welcomed people to the
coffee-hour at every service. The third task was to develop pastoral ministry to the congregation. Everything followed from this. Old timers began to feel responsible for visitors and to welcome stray seminarians and university students. A truly porous fellowship formed in the narthex around the refreshment table. As the average age of the congregation dropped, more undergraduates started showing up, as well as families with
children. Eventually, the time seemed ripe to organize a group of undergraduates to take
on responsibility for leadership and planning. The “Chapel Deacons” are now up and
running. Average Sunday attendance has more than doubled and continues to increase.
6. SPIRITUAL GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT. Describe a time when
your spiritual practice shaped your ministry and how it turned out.
Shortly after I joined the faculty of General Seminary in 1992, a colleague challenged seminary policy by living on campus with her same-sex partner. (Admission
and employment were open to gay and lesbian persons in committed partnerships, but
housing was not.) I agreed to chair a committee of faculty, students, staff, trustees, and
alumni to review current policy and make recommendations. The committee differed
sharply on the blessing of same-sex unions, but agreed that justice demanded equal
access to affordable housing for all faculty and staff and their households, and that the
presence of mutually accountable households on campus was one of General's
strengths as a place of spiritual and professional formation. Our recommendations were
adopted, but for me this was just the beginning of many questions. I knew my life with
Margaret and our children was a spiritual path. How had householding contributed to
my life of faith? Didn't life-long same-sex unions also bear the marks of the Christian
household viewed as a moral discipline? If so, might a consideration of Christian
householding as a spiritual practice offer a fresh approach to the challenge such unions
lay before the church? These explorations resulted in Christian Households: The
Sanctification of Nearness. When I began writing that book, I was on the fence about
blessing same-sex unions. In the end I became convinced that a faithful same-sex
union, like any covenanted relation, is a way of following Jesus, and that, whoever we
are, how we order our personal lives affects our ability to grow in Christ. Since then,
the connection of faith to moral practice has become a persistent dimension of my
preaching and counseling.
7. PASTORAL CARE. Tell us a story of when you empowered a group to
respond pastorally to a situation and what happened.
In the mid-90s, General Seminary held a long-overdue workshop on racism, a
subject seldom discussed there previously. But students and faculty had not been
involved in planning; the largely African-American maintenance crew was required
to attend but not effectively included; and the workshop leader, who did not know
the community, imposed inappropriately self-revelatory exercises that were irritating to many and excruciating for some. The workshop backfired. Next day, my
ethics class – mostly second-year M.Div. students – met as usual. We always sat in
a big circle, and I could count on lively participation. But this morning, discussion
of the assigned reading kept stalling. Suspecting the answer, I asked what was
wrong. A long silence ensued. I chose not to break it: when a student speaks first,
the whole group is empowered. The class had developed clear norms for mutual
engagement around ethical issues: I trusted them to tackle this charged issue
straightforwardly but respectfully. Eventually, various white students voiced dismay
about the workshop, and it seemed we would stop there - until a middle-aged and
highly respected African-American woman began calmly but bitingly to describe
the racism she herself had experienced at General. When a white student questioned
her assessment, she encouraged him to note the racism in his remark. The three
other students of color offered their witness, and a powerful interchange ensued.
When I asked “Where do we go from here?” someone suggested a homegrown
racism workshop. The upshot was a lunch series (many maintenance staff came),
designed by these students, for which I served as a faculty advisor. This initiative
helped the community, myself included, to face our own racism, and to re-assess
our curriculum, liturgy, and decision-making structures accordingly.

Answers to Questions about the Wider Church
posed by the Standing Committee
1. Participation in the Millennium Development Goals (MDG)
These goals deserve full support: eradicating world poverty, fully respecting
developing nations, achieving gender equality and protecting children from disease
and exploitation – all these match Christian imperatives grounded in Biblical teaching. Moreover, in a time of deep disagreement in our church, MDG is something
most of us can agree on. We should take advantage of this agreement as we all struggle to find a way forward together. But this opportunity will be squandered if both
sides in the debate over partnered gay bishops and same-sex unions do not acknowledge the moral vision they share when it comes to social and economic justice. It is
all too easy for traditionalists to label their opponents' passion for the poor as a sellout to secular liberalism rather than a faithful response to God's word revealed in
Scripture. It's easy because traditionalists have misunderstood support for the blessing of same-sex unions as willfully unbiblical. Likewise, the other side may be
tempted to misrepresent the traditionalists as irrational proponents of a narrow view
of sexual morality that is at odds with its own endorsement of MDG. Such a view
misses the traditionalists' main point, namely, that all our moral stances must fall
under the banner of submission to God's word. Both sides are trying to be obedient,
and both sides are clinging to the cross. Our common endorsement of the MDG
demonstrates this, and should encourage us to honor the Christian integrity of our
opponents and to imagine what is genuinely at stake for them as committed disciples of Jesus Christ. Close collaboration on MDG can further this work of mutual
honoring and sympathetic imagination. If we co-inhabit this holy ground, refusing
to relinquish it to the purveyors of schism, we may well find a degree of unity we
cannot now foresee.
2. Participation in the Anglican Communion
As I write this, eight days after the conclusion of General Convention, it remains
unclear whether there will be deeper engagement across the fault lines that divide
us or increased disengagement. I cannot easily envision an Episcopal Church that
is not part of a larger communion, since I grew up being taught that our fellowship
with Anglicans around the world was a sign of our catholicity. When I made an
adult decision to embrace my identity as an Episcopalian, I was chiefly drawn by
this ecumenism at the heart of our tradition. Then, as now, I saw the discipline of
communion across Anglican party lines as providing the basis and impetus for ecumenical initiatives with other church bodies. Our ordination rites make scarcely any
mention of the Episcopal Church, referring instead to Christ's one, holy, catholic
and apostolic church. For me, there is no question that we must do everything we
reasonably can to preserve the Anglican Communion and to participate in it. This
does not mean that we should betray our conscience, but it does mean that we
should be willing to suffer within the communion for conscience's sake. For
instance, if we refuse to repudiate the election of Bishop Robinson, our bishops may
well lose their place at the Lambeth Conference. If that happens, we should continue to claim Canterbury as our spiritual home and avoid the temptation to seek easy
acceptance elsewhere. Loyal but stubborn opposition has always been part of the
Anglican mix, and we would be within our rights and within the tradition to camp
on Canterbury's doorstep and refuse to go away. On the other hand, we need to be
clear what we mean by communion if we are going to suffer to preserve it. The
Windsor Report assumes that communion implies agreement. But this is only true
to a point. Faith and history bring us together, but after that, communion is a function of our commitment to stay at the table no matter what. Communion is the
Christian discipline of continuing fellowship in the face of disagreement and pain.
If Anglicanism has a particular charism to offer to the universal church, it is communion-as-disagreement in the name of Christ.
3. Another topic chosen by the nominee: Evangelism
We often talk of inclusion. I do not like the term “inclusion,” because it suggests
we are an essentially closed community that allows others to come in. Even if we
intend to let the whole world in, this is a bad model. The church is not an inside,
into which outsiders are admitted. We are located where the cross was located: outside the city gates (Hebrews 13:12-13), where there are no walls to separate stranger
from stranger. The Gospel promises the recovery of our full humanity if we stick it
out with Jesus in this situation of exposure. So Christian initiation is not admission
into an enclosure, but expulsion into the open place where Jesus is always to be
found. This means that evangelism, too, is about exposure: once we have followed
Jesus out into the world, we must make our witness there, sometimes at great cost.
This does not mean that we abandon our parishes and take to the streets. But it does
mean that our parishes need constantly to resist the natural impulse to circle their
wagons or to pursue growth by offering a refuge from complex questions. The
church should indeed provide a refuge at every level from the politics of privilege.
But we do this best when we allow ourselves to become a public crossroads. We do
this by keeping our leadership widely distributed and continually refreshed by new
voices, by being a place where issues affecting the common good are openly aired
and theologically debated, and by maintaining and deepening diocesan, national,
ecumenical and interfaith ties. This is no less true for rural congregations than for
big city churches or for dioceses as a whole. Wherever we find ourselves, evangelism means partnership and leadership in the local community, intentionally permeable boundaries, a strong emphasis on theological education for the laity, sound
preaching, and willingness to cast our bread upon the waters.
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model of leadership and decision-making have struggled to return things to the way
they used to be. In the midst of the resulting debate, the parish as a whole has benefited by comparing the two styles and has overwhelmingly chosen the course
charted in the last eight years. In doing so, the elected and appointed leaders, as well
as the staff, have a clearer understanding of their responsibilities and a deeper ownership in the outcome of the mission and ministry of the parish.
2. DISCERNING VISIONARY. Describe a time when you used theological insights to address a major opportunity and what happened.
There is a wide range of socio-economic status from the “fabulously well-to-do”
to abject impoverishment in the communities I currently serve. The challenge for
most of our parishioners was to see the poverty, need and hopelessness that existed
within 30 miles of our homes. As I preached and taught about the baptismal promises, the Great Commandments and the Great Commission, a vision began to
emerge for our response.
The parish had operated a small thrift store on church property for many years,
earning about $30,000 a year. Each year the leaders of the store would ask me what
to do with the money, and each year I would ask them to give it to worthy causes.
The volunteer manager and I began to see a bigger dream and to seek a new space
in the retail district of town. The staff researched and discussed the costs and benefits before we went to the vestry for a decision. We proposed that we designate our
net profits to outreach since most of our customers were economically disadvantaged. When I presented the plan to the vestry, they reluctantly agreed to support
the move from our church facility to a retail store four times larger.
In the first full year, we made $75,000 for outreach; the second year netted
$92,000; and we are now on the way to $120,000. Our principle of distribution was
established to give 50% for local outreach, 10% to support scholarships for our
parish school, 10% diocesan, 10% national, and 10% international, with 10%
reserved for fourth quarter opportunities. In part because of this change in our formal outreach funding, individuals have given an additional $100,000 for various
human disasters through ERD. Our outreach budget, fueled by volunteer staff at the
thrift store, contributes an equivalent of 10% of the parish budget to relief and
development efforts around the world.

Professional History
■ 1998- Rector, St. Margaret's
Episcopal Church, Palm Desert,
California
■ 1995- 1998 Pastoral Associate and
Interim Rector, St. Barnabas on the
Desert, Scottsdale, Arizona
■ 1994-1995 Sabbatical, Leadership
College, Montgomery, Alabama
■ 1989-1994 Rector, St. Alban's
Parish, Harlingen, Texas
■ 1985-1989 Rector, Holy Apostles Parish, Memphis, Tennessee
■ 1978-1985 Rector, Trinity Parish, Yazoo City, Mississippi
■ 1977-1978 Assistant Rector, St. Peter's Parish, Kerrville, Texas
■ 1976-1977 Chaplain, Andrews Air Force Base, Washington, DC
■ 1976- Ordained to the Priesthood

Education
■ 1990 Doctor of Ministry, Spiritual Life, The School of Theology,
Sewanee
■ 1976 Master of Divinity, Theology, The School of Theology, Sewanee
■ 1969 Bachelor of Arts, History, Emory University, Atlanta

Congregation
■ Organization, leadership and interpersonal communication skills
■ Mentor, educate, empower and support colleagues
■ Handle administrative issues with viable, cost-effective processes

3. DEALING WITH CONFLICT AND CHANGE. Tell us a story about
when you led, proactively, in addressing an important and complex issue and
what happened.
In the summer of 2002, as we began to prepare for the General Convention the
following summer, I became concerned that the anticipated controversies might
spill over into the Diocese of San Diego and hamstring our efforts to build our
shared vision for ministry and church growth. Since San Diego was a co-sponsor
of the Clear Vision conferences held at Camp Allen in the Diocese of Texas, I
called the Bishop, offering to recruit and organize a substantial cross-section of
diocesan leaders who would attend at our own cost and return to hold a similar
conference for San Diego in the early fall of 2003. Our goal was to reclaim and
rededicate ourselves to the work of the Great Commission. He agreed to the proposal, and I was able to lead 14 people to Texas, all of whom then participated in
organizing and teaching in San Diego's “Big Event” held in my parish in
September.
With clergy and lay people from each of our congregations present, the Big
Event gave us an opportunity see each other as devoted Christians and dedicated
Episcopalians who could continue to work together in spite of the apparently significant differences we held regarding the volatile issues that have emerged within
our Church. We did not settle our theological and social conflicts, but we did learn
that our strengths far outweigh our differences and that we can both teach and learn
from each other as we focus on the work of making disciples. As a diocesan family we moved from General Convention, to the Big Event, to a search for a new
bishop, able to disagree without being disagreeable.

Continuing Education/Personal Development
■ Conferences for Rectors of Large Episcopal Parishes (3)
■ Episcopal and Russian Orthodox Relations
■ Alban Institute, College of Preachers, Conflict Management-Stress
Management
■ Fellow in Residence-Mutual Ministry, School of Theology, Sewanee,
Tennessee
■ Priest as Spiritual Resource, School of Theology, Sewanee, Tennessee

Military History
■ United States Air Force
■ Prisoner of War, North Viet Nam

Publications
■ Unchained Eagle: From Prisoner of War to Prisoner of Christ
■ “Quite by Accident,” The Living Church
■ Spiritual Quest
■ Trinity Church: A Sesquicentennial History of the Episcopal Church in
Yazoo County, Mississippi

Personal
■ Married: Robbie Lee Wade; two children: Stephen Wade Certain, 32;
Mary Foster Certain Vano, 29

Nomination
■ By Nominating Committee

4. TEACHING. Tell us about a time when you used scripture, reason and
tradition to deepen peoples' understanding of God's presence and what was
the outcome.
In the summer of 1988, as part of my Doctor of Ministry work at Sewanee, I
designed a course in spiritual friendship for use in a parish setting. The two
needs I wanted to address were (1) a hunger in the congregation for a deeper
prayer life and (2) a desire among recovering alcoholics for a specific Christian
emphasis for their spirituality. Knowing that the Methodist renewal in the
Church of England had gotten its name from their methodological use of the
Book of Common Prayer, and knowing that AA had found its early home among
Episcopalians, I developed “Spiritual Quest,” a 14-week course (introduction,
twelve steps, and conclusion) to wed the insights of 12-Step spirituality with the
worship cycle of the BCP.
The course was very well received in the parish I served at that time, as well as
in the three I have served since. Spiritual Quest was able to open up the treasures
of the Prayer Book and the scriptural heritage that inspire its prayers. It allowed the
powerful liturgical and sacramental traditions of the church to be explored more
fully, often for the first time.
The benefit for the students has been a deeper and more structured prayer life, a
renewed sense of the Spirit's movement in their lives, and the connection with a
“friend of the soul” with whom they can share their deepest spirituality. For those

Answers to Experience Questions posed
by the Nominating Committee
1. NURTURING & EMPOWERING OTHERS. Give us an example of
when you called, developed and empowered the right people to lead an important ministry and what was the outcome.
In the parish I now serve, leadership was top-down when I arrived in 1998. The
staff, vestry, and other parish organizations did what the rector commanded and did
not take initiative without asking permission.
I first coached the staff to make decisions as a team in collaboration with each
other and with me. I then guided the vestry to take responsibility for the parish's
finances and operations. By constantly asking organizational leaders for their counsel, advice, and preferred outcomes, I have led this parish to function as a complex
team, with each ministry team making its own decisions but in coordination with
other affected groups. Leadership is now wide-spread among a broad cross-section
of parish demographics.
This sea of change in leadership style has not been without controversy. Some
members of the old-style “inner circle” who have not bought into the team-work
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who are coming to the church from addictions, Spiritual Quest has provided a
bridge back into a community of shared faith from which many had been alienated
during their dark night of the soul.
5. EVANGELISM & CHURCH GROWTH. Tell us about a time when you
created a plan to grow church involvement and attendance and what was the result.
Rather than a single time, I will tell you about “the plan” that has marked 30
years of ministry. In the congregations I have served, I have dedicated myself
to inviting all to (1) a more vital commitment to the Great Commandments and
Great Commission, (2) a sense of mission in the local community, (3) a clear
vision of the congregation's place in the larger body of Christ, both in the diocese and beyond, (4) an awareness that hospitality is a Christian imperative,
and (5) the acknowledgment that each person coming to the community brings
a gift of the Spirit to the Church and needs the gifts already present in the
Church.
I have encouraged members of the parishes to join me in serving on various boards and commissions in the wider Church to assist others in growth
and development. For many years and in two dioceses, I served as the
Diocesan Spiritual Director of Happening, worked directly in ministry to
youth in both Church and chaplaincy, and made sure that youth would receive
specialized and effective leadership. I have served as consultant and mentor
to clergy engaged in “start up” and “start over” congregations in the Diocese
of San Diego. In this role, I also have worked to support smaller parishes with
human and financial resources while helping develop their own. I often serve
as a stewardship trainer in other congregations and in doing so help other
parishes acquire financial resources through encouraging them to identify
God's hand already at work in their communities. I have led capital funds
efforts in every parish I have served for repair and maintenance, new building
construction, creating new ministries and supporting diocesan ministry and
initiatives.
Improved stewardship and a refreshed vision for what can be and a stronger commitment to the mission and ministry of the whole Church have always been key outcomes of these efforts. In the eight years I have been at St. Margaret's, we have seen
ASA (average Sunday attendance) rise by 13%. In 2006, our first quarter attendance
was up an additional 3% above the previous year.
6. SPIRITUAL GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT. Describe a time when
your spiritual practice shaped your ministry and how it turned out.
A big part of my spiritual practice has been striving to identify and understand how God is working in my life, beginning from the first sense of call
to ordained ministry in my mid-teens. Through much of my adult life, I was
plagued with high tension and barely-controlled rage, particularly from
Advent to Easter. Like Paul, I often prayed for God to remove this thorn
from me, but as with Paul, it remained. Finally, as I worked with a spiritual
director and a psychologist in 2000 and 2001, I began to put my story down
on paper. Writing my spiritual autobiography became a powerful spiritual
tool opening my eyes to God's work in my life, even in the darkest of times.
Surprisingly, I was approached by a publisher to put my spiritual journey in
print, an event that seems to be benefiting others.
Writing the book was a major step in the healing of my biggest spiritual and physical trauma and a turning point in the way I relate to others in parish leadership.
According to my wife, associate rector, wardens and staff I am more open, vulnerable and patient than ever before. I believe that my leadership in the Diocese of San
Diego in hosting the “Big Event” and in serving as President of the Standing
Committee for the past two years was made possible by the intense work of 20002001.
7. PASTORAL CARE. Tell us a story of when you empowered a group to
respond pastorally to a situation and what happened.
I was called, in the summer of 1995, to be the Associate for Pastoral Ministry at
St. Barnabas Parish in Scottsdale, Arizona, a congregation of over 2,000 members.
At the time, there was a small pastoral care committee which met weekly for intercessory prayer and to send cards to ill parishioners. Having come from the South, I
was familiar with the almost natural and all-encompassing response given families
in times of pastoral need, and proposed that we expand this ministry in a similar
fashion. I was deeply concerned that people could easily “fall through the cracks”
of care in such a large parish.
Within the first year, we had expanded the team to include Lay Eucharistic
Visitors, retired clergy, and emergency care teams. We organized a “kitchen
brigade” and established a casserole bank in the parish kitchen for use in family
emergencies (hospitalizations, deaths, etc.). Altar flowers were rearranged on
Sunday afternoons and taken to hospitals, nursing homes and the homes of
invalid members. We developed a database to be able to better care for people
after a death in the family, major surgery, or other life-changing events. The
work of that ministry has continued since I left, and similar work is now being
done in Palm Desert under the leadership of our Pastoral Associate. It is now rare
in both of these large Episcopal Churches for people to be lost or forgotten
because of illness or infirmity.

1. Participation in the Millennium Development Goals (MDG)
When Jesus asked Peter if he loved him, Peter responded, “Yes, Lord.” Jesus then
said, “Feed my sheep,” not once, but three times. That command echoes and underscores the Great Commandments and gives direction to every generation of disciples
to care for the sick and infirm, the widow and orphan, the uneducated, the poor and
the powerless. In spite of the Biblical admonitions, cries for mercy are frequently
unheard. While this deafness may be a result of greed and callousness, it is also a result
of the human inability to even see a problem unless the solution is near at hand. The
concerns of the MDG are found as far from us as eastern Africa and southern Asia,
and as close as Appalachian villages and inner city barrios. The solutions to those concerns may seem daunting, but the response called for is within reach of us all.
In the play, Man of La Mancha, Don Quixote makes the comment, “The greatest
madness of all is to accept things as they are, and not as they ought to be.” Poverty,
ignorance, disease, early death, gender and racial prejudice, and division do not
constitute “things as they ought to be” and should not be accepted either locally or
globally. Despair and inaction in the face of these challenges is truly madness. God
has given us enormous resources to enable us to respond to his admonition to Peter,
and if we pool our resources (individuals, congregations, governments and NGOs)
we will discover that our “little boy's lunch” (John 6:1-14) can be multiplied to fill
the need and more.
The MDG are simple, reasonable and for the most part attainable … if we focus on
the solutions rather than the problems, if we take seriously the admonitions of Our Lord,
and if we trust him to be what he has always been – the God of abundance and love.
2. Participation in the Anglican Communion
Since colonial times, the churches in what is now the United States have been a
bit of a pain in the side of Anglicanism. We rejected the idea of bishops in the
colonies, provided a seedbed for the Wesleyan and Methodist revival and broke our
ordination vows when we rebelled against the Crown. In 1784, when “loyalist”
Samuel Seabury convinced the non-juring bishops of the Scottish Church to ordain
him a bishop for the United States, we effectively began the Anglican Communion,
although it would be another three years before the English bishops would agree to
consecrate bishops for the former colonies and an additional five years before the
two lines of succession would be united even in the U.S.
From that difficult beginning, the daughter churches of the Church of England have
been committed to each other in prayer and worship, polity and Episcopal succession.
Our national autonomy has been both a blessing and a curse, as we have explored the
meaning of discipleship to Christ in our sometimes very different cultural settings.
Whether in congregation, diocese, national church, or Anglican Communion, God
has revealed himself as a God of variety, and it is in the midst of that variety that he
speaks most clearly. Together we act as teacher and student, stabilizer and changeagent, conscience and innovator. Since our ancient theology holds that the Holy
Spirit guides most clearly in ecumenical council, it is in the deliberations of the
Communion that we can find our greatest hope. Any insistence to agree on everything sounds like a call to build a new “Tower of Babel.” In the Bible story, unity of
language and purpose led to pride, with the people patting themselves on the back
for being so smart. In turn, God decided to destroy the tower and to confuse our language in order to keep us mindful that only God creates anything of lasting significance. Differences remind us that God alone is sovereign - not you, me, theologians
or doctrines. Divergent ideas and actions, even heretical ones, will not destroy us, our
faith, or Our Lord. But they will lead us to ask more questions, find new answers,
correct old errors, and rediscover the depths of the love of God in Christ Jesus.
3. Another topic chosen by the nominee: Evangelism
Our response to the Great Commission to make disciples is the reference point
for all other issues facing the Church in this or any age. In the recently completed
75th General Convention, evangelism was quietly central. In order to prepare for
the mission ahead, we established a development office to prepare for a capital
campaign to support new church plants, we encouraged the opening of councils to
teens and young adults, we provided guidance for children and their care, we established a special missionary initiative for the building of the church anew in the devastated regions of Louisiana, and we called on our bishops to “cast a vision of mission for the church, and to lead us there.”
We are compelled to ask “what is God calling us to do and to be, and how are we
both listening and responding to that call?” When someone approaches the Church,
we are to seek first what we have to offer them, and secondly what they have to offer
us. In that relationship we find Christ at work to change all our lives. As we look out
from our communities of faith, we ask “who in our community has not truly heard the
word of God and found a saving relationship with Jesus Christ?” If our Lord points
us in the direction of people who differ from us, he is pointing us toward a wider and
deeper grace, and our joy will be found in exploring the richness of that grace.
The vision is not so much to see a future without stress or strain, but to be able to
see the world as Christ does – as his own beloved creation for which he died and
rose again. The greatest vision for our future is to claim our name and heritage as
God's beloved and to share the name of the Beloved with the whole world.
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Professional History
■ 1994- Rector, St. Christopher's
Episcopal Church, Springfield, Virginia
■ 1986 - 1994 Rector, Immanuel
Church, Mechanicsville, Virginia
■ 1983 - 1986 Chaplain, St. Catharine's
School, Richmond, Virginia
■ 1981 Ordained to the Priesthood
■ 1980 - 1983 Chaplain, St. Margaret's
School, Tappahannock, Virginia
■ 1977 - 1979 Lay Associate, St.
Michael's Mission, Ethete, Wyoming
■ 1977 - 1979 Summers: Camp
Coordinator, Eagle's Nest Camp,
Diocese of Newark

Other Compensated
Ministries
■ 2000 Adjunct Instructor in Liturgics,
Virginia Theological Seminary
■ 2004 Leader, Annual Postulants Retreat, Diocese of Virginia
■ 1998 - 2004 Trainer of Seminarian Supervisors, Virginia Theological
Seminary
■ 1996 - 2001 Director, New Clergy Development Program, Diocese of
Virginia

Education
■ 1980 Master of Divinity, Union Theological Seminary, New York, New
York Honors: Hitchcock Prize in Church History, General Honors
■ 1975 Bachelor of Arts, Major in Psychology, Douglass College, Rutgers
University, New Brunswick, New Jersey. Honors: Magna Cum Laude, Phi
Beta Kappa, Psi Chi

Continuing Education
■ Sabbatical Grant (Lilly): Exploration of Celtic Spirituality in Ireland and
Scotland
■ Clergy Leadership Project, Class IX
■ Classes and workshops on biblical narrative and the arts, variety of studio art classes

Congregation
■ Leading pastoral church with program church model, nurturing and
empowering many for ministry, inclusion of children and youth, artistic
expression in all things
■ Hands-on outreach

Diocese
■
■
■
■

Standing Committee, Diocese of Virginia
Virginia Episcopalian Editorial Advisory Board
Diocesan Human Sexuality Dialogue Group
Dean of Region VII, Region XI, Diocese of Virginia

Wider Church
■
■
■
■

Deputy to General Convention
General Convention Communication Committee, Education Committee
Northern Virginia Chapter of American Guild of Organists, Chaplain
Christian Relief Services Charities, Inc., board member

Personal
Married: The Rev. C. Thomas Holliday, interim ministry specialist

Nomination
■ Nominated by Nominating Committee

Answers to Experience Questions
posed by the Nominating Committee
1. NURTURING & EMPOWERING OTHERS. Give us an example of
when you called, developed and empowered the right people to lead an important ministry and what was the outcome.
“He must increase, but I must decrease.” John 3:30
John the Baptist said these words as he pointed the way to Jesus. These
words shape my approach to ministry as I discern when to “decrease” and
make room for others to “increase,” so that together we may point the way to
the living Christ. When the vestry and I began preparing for my sabbatical in
2001, for example, we decided to hire a sabbatical interim. We recognized,
however, that a priest working part-time would not be available to respond to
every pastoral concern. To ensure that needs would not fall through the

cracks, I invited lay people in whom I discerned spiritual gifts for healing and
visitation to be part of a Pastoral Assistance Team. Those who accepted the
call gathered with me regularly during the months before the sabbatical to
shape the ministry and receive training from me, the chaplain of a local hospital and a lay member of the church with particular gifts for prayer and healing.
During the sabbatical, the lay ministers became a team. They visited and provided pastoral care for more people each week than I ever could have. They learned
that parishioners who do not feel their needs warrant the attention of the rector are
often comfortable calling another parishioner. When I returned from sabbatical, I
affirmed wholeheartedly what they had learned and commissioned them to continue as an ongoing ministry of the parish. Now the lay member who assisted with
training coordinates the team and they continue to share with me the ministry of visitation and pastoral care.
2. DISCERNING VISIONARY. Describe a time when you used theological
insights to address a major opportunity and what happened.
“Just as you did it to one of the least of these, you did it to me.” Matthew 25:40
Outreach ministry has always been important in the life of St. Christopher's
Church, but for decades, much of the parish-wide outreach consisted of writing
checks. I had a vision for outreach ministry in which hands would let go of pens
and open wide in welcome to others. In sermons, prayer groups and education
activities, I shared the image of St. Christopher's as a reflection of God's heaven
right here on earth, focusing particularly on Matthew 25:31-46. In 2004, as the
parish's 50th anniversary approached, I asked us to prepare to celebrate not only
with a party for ourselves but with a ministry that would feed others. During
Lent that year, we entered a time of intentional discernment. I invited leaders
from the wider community to inform us about the needs of children, elderly persons and those who are homeless in our county and asked us to listen for how
God was calling us. Soon after, the vision caught fire. For eight weeks during the
summer of 2005, the congregation provided lunch and activities for children
who are eligible for free school lunches. Then on Christmas Day and for seven
nights after, St. Christopher's provided meals and shelter in our facilities for up
to 70 homeless men and women each night. The vision has shaped the congregation in ways we never anticipated. As a special bonus, contributions to outreach ministry have more than doubled.
3. DEALING WITH CONFLICT AND CHANGE. Tell us a story about
when you led, proactively, in addressing an important and complex issue and
what happened.
“Speaking the truth in love, we must grow up in every way. . into Christ.”
Ephesians 4:15
A week before I began ministry as rector of St. Christopher's, the senior warden
was arrested and accused of molesting a teen in the youth group. Members of the
congregation, who were already experiencing the anxiety that accompanies any
change, began taking sides. In the midst of the emotions, I spoke the truth in love
as fully and as often as possible. In consultation with the bishop and chancellor of
the diocese, I discerned what I could say and when I could say it, and gave the congregation as much information as was appropriate every step of the way. I remained
in conversation with the senior warden and his family and with the family of the
teen, praying with them and honoring their struggles but not taking sides. On the
Sunday after the senior warden was convicted and sentenced to prison, I called a
congregational meeting to tell what had happened and to give people space to share
their reactions. The congregation experienced this open, honest and loving truthtelling as a gift of healing. Speaking the truth in love during that painful time set a
pattern for honesty and openness at the beginning of our ministry together, a pattern
we continue to follow.
4. TEACHING. Tell us about a time when you used scripture, reason and
tradition to deepen peoples' understanding of God's presence and what was
the outcome.
“Come now, let us reason together.” Isaiah 1:18
In early June, anxiety mounted about the sixth day of the sixth month of the
sixth year of the new millennium – 06-06-06. “Amelia,” a young teen, was
filled with questions, wondering whether that Tuesday would bring the end of
the world, wondering whether she would go to heaven if it did. Two days before
the sixth, Amelia and I met together. After I listened to her fears, we read the
passage in the Book of Revelation where the number 666 appears. She asked
what it means to “calculate the number of the beast.” I explained how Greek letters have numerical equivalents and that 666 is the sum of the letters in the
name Neron Caesar. We talked about the persecution of Christians in the early
church and why the author of Revelation wrote in code language. We also
reflected on fears about 06-06-06 from the standpoint of reason. Even if you
assume that 666 has ominous significance, which I don't, is 060606 the same
number? If you had a math problem and the answer was 666, would the teacher
give you credit if you wrote 060606? “What people are saying about June 6
makes no sense,” Amelia concluded. Her fears about the day and about God's
love for her dissipated.
The next Sunday, I asked Amelia how things went on Tuesday. She said that
when classmates brought up 666, she would explain the origin. She found, howev-
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er, that many didn't listen to the entire story. Amelia learned not only about the forgiving presence of God in her life but about how challenging it is to teach the faith
when that teaching doesn't fit into a sound bite.

Answers to Questions about the Wider Church
posed by the Standing Committee

5. EVANGELISM & CHURCH GROWTH. Tell us about a time when
you created a plan to grow church involvement and attendance and what
was the result.
“And a little child shall lead them.” Isaiah 11:6
The best way I know to grow a church, a way that has been successful in two congregations, is to include children and youth in every aspect of church life. When
children are loved and welcomed just as they are, they want to be in church for worship and other activities, and they bring their families with them. In fact, many parents have confessed that they came to church on a particular Sunday because their
children insisted that they go.
The children's sermon is a central feature of the worship I lead. My time with
children offers an opportunity to teach the basics of the faith not only to them but to
everyone present. It's not unusual to hear adults say “I got a lot out of the children's
sermon.” The time also gives children an opportunity to teach. Because I invite them
to share what they heard in the Gospel, they pay attention and offer insights that
uplift and bless everyone.
I also invite children to read the lessons and lead the prayers in worship. Teens
serve as Eucharistic ministers and have been elected as vestry members. Children
participated fully in our homeless outreach ministry by welcoming our guests and
by playing games and eating with them. This strategy for building up the church
has served us well at St. Christopher's where, because of the transient nature of the
Washington, D.C. area, we have to grow by 20 to 25% each year just to stay the
same size.

1. Participation in the Millennium Development Goals (MDG)
In the midst of the significant differences that separate people in The Episcopal
Church and wider Anglican Communion, commitment to the Millennium
Development Goals unites us in common mission and ministry. It also gives us a powerful means to share the reconciling love of Christ with a world so in need of reconciliation. When Jesus went to Nazareth, he read from the prophet Isaiah, “The Spirit
of the Lord . . . has anointed me to bring good news to the poor, to proclaim release to
the captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free, to proclaim
the year of the Lord's favor.” (Luke 4:18-19) The MDG give us such measurable and
attainable ways to participate in this healing ministry of Christ that 2015, the target
date for reaching the goals, could truly be a year of God's favor.
By focusing on basic human needs, the MDG promote justice, and doing justice in
the world is a faithful and effective road to peace and security. All too often, actions
we think will lead to security have just the opposite effect. George, a Palestinian
Christian friend from Bethlehem, shared with me how the wall that is being built
across his land is not promoting peace but increasing injustice and insecurity. The
MDG, on the other hand, by addressing education, empowerment, partnership, environmental sustainability and alleviation of hunger and disease offer tools for breaking
down walls of many kinds and building bridges of hope and security the world over.
This is not to say that the goals are a panacea. Progress toward the goals has been
made but is uneven. Skeptics claim that this effort will yield no measurable results.
After all, imperfect and broken human beings are doing this work. But with a large
and growing international consensus, this global program can vastly improve the lives
of millions. By participating in these goals, we work toward fulfilling the promises we
made at our baptism and we witness to the world the reconciling love of Christ.

6. SPIRITUAL GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT. Describe a time when
your spiritual practice shaped your ministry and how it turned out.
“Worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness.” Psalm 29:2
Among the spiritual disciplines I practice is creating art. When I paint or
make sculptures, I know the presence of God the Creator and I participate
with God as a co-creator in the world. I experience the act of creating as
deeply meditative. I have shared art as a spiritual discipline in workshops and
retreats, inviting even those who say they can't do art to meet God in the act
of creating. My focus on art as prayer and meditation has led to an outpouring of artistic expression in worship and ministry at St. Christopher's. We
were co-creators with God in envisioning and commissioning stained glass
windows that tell the biblical story through the theme of flowing blue waters.
We write, arrange and create giant props for our own children's Christmas
musicals. The youth led a Godspell Sunday, sharing songs and a skit from the
play. Children create service bulletin covers. Gardeners find almost endless
opportunity to praise God through beautifying the church grounds. Large,
colorful banners and hangings are created to enhance our worship space. And
talented musicians freely share their glorious sounds. I am continually
enlivened by collaborating with others to enrich our worship and to plumb the
depths of the Creator's love.

2. Participation in the Anglican Communion
As I write this a week after General Convention, reactions to the work of
Convention are coming at a fast and furious pace. This flurry of activity points out
what has always been true – that the Anglican Communion is still a work in
progress, still in the making. Anglicanism was forged in the crucible of conflict
between Catholicism and Protestantism and emerged as the “via media,” the middle way. The Anglican Communion continues to be shaped in our generation in the
tension between autonomy and interdependence.
Both autonomy and interdependence are valued in the biblical story. Jesus honored the cultural distinctiveness of human beings like the Canaanite woman who
engaged him in a battle of wits, the Samaritan woman to whom he spoke the truth,
and the Roman centurion whose faith he commended. Jesus reached across the cultural, gender and religious divides of his time and treated people as valued individuals. At the same time, Jesus upheld the importance of interdependence and unity
among his followers as he prayed “that they may be one.”
In respect for this model of our Lord, I believe our task in the long years of tension and
debate that lie ahead is to find ways to honor and maintain both the distinctiveness and the
interdependence of provinces in the Anglican Communion. Our task is to seek a new middle way between the competing forces that pull at us, a new middle ground from which we
can reach out in welcome to all sides. If we fail to do this and are forced to choose between
autonomy and interdependence, the brilliant comprehensiveness of Anglicanism will be
lost. As we in The Episcopal Church continue in dialogue and prayer with other provinces
in the Anglican Communion, I believe we need to remain unapologetic in explaining and
defending our distinctive democratic polity. And as we listen to others explain their distinctiveness, I believe we should always take care to balance the demands of autonomy and
interdependence with the cry of justice for all of God's beloved children.

7. PASTORAL CARE. Tell us a story of when you empowered a group to
respond pastorally to a situation and what happened.
Jesus said, “I have other sheep that do not belong to this fold.” John 10:16
On the morning of September 11, 2001, as we listened to the shocking news
from New York, we heard the boom of the plane crashing into the Pentagon.
Members of the congregation quickly arrived at church to pray and support family members of those who worked at the Pentagon. After agonizing hours, when
all church members were accounted for, our hearts turned toward our Muslim
brothers who worship in the parish auditorium every Friday afternoon. By the end
of that terrible day, a backlash against them had been unleashed and we feared for
their safety. During the special Eucharist service that night, we realized that we
were called not only to pray for our Muslim brothers, but to pray with them. I
invited parishioners who knew the Muslim community to plan a combined worship service for Friday, Sept. 14.
That day, the Muslim congregation prayed in the auditorium as we Christians
prayed in the church. Then all came together in the fellowship hall. As our
Muslim brothers entered, people from St. Christopher's greeted them one by one,
took them by the hand and brought them into the circle of prayer. The imam
prayed in Arabic, I prayed in English and others prayed silently or aloud. When
the Spirit moved one person to begin singing “God bless America,” everyone –
male and female, young and old, Muslim and Christian – shared prayer in song.
Our people took a bold step in the face of danger that day, danger that became
clear when we saw the local police patrolling outside while we worshipped
inside. We took a bold step that strengthened our love for others in Christ's flock.

3. Another topic chosen by the nominee: Church growth and demographics
The Church is called to be a reflection of God's heavenly banquet right here on
earth. Jesus' parables and experiences of banquets, taken together, convey an image
of people from all ages and races, occupations and socio-economic conditions, genders and lifestyles, gathered together at one table. The majority of congregations are
not yet reflections of the rich diversity of this heavenly realm. Statistics show that,
on any given Sunday, only 5% of Americans go to church. Among adults who go
to churches with predominantly white membership, 40% are men and the percentage of men is even lower in churches with predominantly African American members. The average age of churchgoers, not including children under 15, is 45. Many
congregations have no youth or children at all among their active participants.
These realities present the Episcopal Church with great opportunities. We have the
opportunity to involve young children in our worship in such creative and joy-filled
ways that they come eagerly to church, bringing their families with them. We have the
opportunity to share with young generations the treasures of the Christian heritage
while learning from them how to convey the faith in language and images they find
compelling. We have the opportunity to minister faithfully to the elderly “greatest generation” who have given so much to the church and now are passing on the torch of
leadership. We have the opportunity to proclaim the faith in ways that capture the hearts
of men and bring them into the church in the same numbers as women. And we have
the opportunity to bring to the banquet tables in our own churches the poor, the homeless, the outcast and all who are overlooked by society. I believe that addressing these
opportunities is vital not only for the future of the church, but for our mission and ministry right here and right now as we strive to live into the fullness of God's realm.
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George Hill,
D.Min.
Professional History
■ 1980-present, Rector (1st), St. Barnabas,
Montgomery, Ohio
■ 1977-1980, Curate, Saint Thomas
Episcopal Church, Terrace Park, Ohio
■ 1974-1977, Pastor, Bath & Springfield
United Methodist Churches, Bath, Indiana
■ 1972-1974, Pastor, Walker's & Garrison
United Methodist Chapels, Bloomington,
Indiana

Education
■ 1998 Master of Sacred Theology, Boston University School of Theology,
Boston, Massachusetts
■ 1987 Doctor of Ministry, Methodist Theological School in Ohio, Delaware,
Ohio
■ 1974 Master of Divinity, Methodist Theological School in Ohio, Delaware,
Ohio
■ 1972 Bachelor of Arts, Indiana University (Religious Studies), Bloomington,
Indiana
■ 1968-1969 Percussion Upper Division, Indiana University School of Music,
Bloomington, Indiana
■ 1965-1968 Percussion Studies, Indiana University School of Music,
Bloomington,Indiana

Continuing Education
■ 2000-2003 Anglican Studies, Bexley Hall Episcopal Seminary, Bexley, Ohio
■ 1991 Chaplain Certification, FBI Academy, Quantico, Virginia
■ 1988-1990 Biblical Studies, Boston University School of Theology, Boston,

Massachusetts
■ 1988 Incident Command Training, National Fire Academy, Emmetsburg,
Maryland
■ 1987 Disaster Management, National Emergency Management Institute,
Emmetsburg, Maryland
■ 1982 Chaplain Training, International Conference of Police Chaplains,
Ashville, North Carolina
■ 1979 & 1980 42 Hours Advanced Firefighter Training, Ohio Fire Academy,
Reynoldsburg, Ohio
■ 1979, 1984 & 1985 College of Preachers, Washington, D.C.
■ 1978 Pastor Training, The Bethel Bible Series, Madison, Wisconsin

Diocese
■ Canon (Honorary): Christ Church Cathedral, Cincinnati, Ohio (Weekly
Assistance Priest)
■ Dean: Cincinnati East Deanery, Diocese of Southern Ohio
■ Member: Finance Committee, Diocese of Southern Ohio
■ Founding Trustee: The Episcopal Healing Ministry Foundation, Inc.

Wider Church
■ Member: The Board of Trustees, Bexley Hall Episcopal Seminary
(Development Committee)
■ Chaplain: Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Department of
Justice
■ Chaplain: City of Montgomery Ohio, Police and Fire Divisions
■ President: Sycamore Area Clergy Association

Personal
■ Wife: Amy, Cantorial Soloist & Choir Director, K. K. Bene Israel; Private
Voice Teacher; two children: George Aldrich IV, 30, Emily Annette, 26

Nomination
■ Nominated by petition

Answers to Experience Questions
posed by the Nominating Committee
1. NURTURING & EMPOWERING OTHERS. Give us an example when
you called, developed and empowered the right people to lead an important
ministry and what was the outcome.
I believe that the Healing ministry is an integral part of a Christian's spiritual
life. In 1987, with The Reverend Emily Gardiner Neal and The Reverend Canon
Robert Gerhard, I developed and incorporated the Episcopal Healing Ministry

Foundation. EHM has led numerous conferences for clergy and is currently collaborating with two of the seminaries of the Episcopal Church. I began to teach
the healing ministry to the congregation, making all age groups comfortable with
intercessory prayer. In 1999, I initiated the Saint Barnabas Health Ministry
Cabinet in collaboration with Episcopal Retirement Homes. This ministry, now
led by a physician with other health care professionals as members, sees to the
health care program as set forth by ERH and also provides the intercessors for the
Sunday Eucharist. Clergy and lay intercessors are available at all Sunday services. Lay Intercessors are chosen and taught the principles of healing prayer by the
Ministry. Prayer cards are collected at the Offertory; names are lifted up by the celebrant at the Eucharist and distributed to intercessors for daily prayer. Young and
old feel free to receive the “laying on of hands” from a trained intercessor after
receiving the Eucharist. Over the past 18 years, these healing ministry models
have served as prototypes to other churches in the diocese, as well as to churches
in other denominations.
2. DISCERNING VISIONARY. Describe a time when you used theological insights to address a major opportunity and what happened.
In 1980 I responded to the call of a number of concerned Episcopalians who
saw the potential for a new church in Northeast Hamilton County. With permission from the diocese, we secured worship space and began to build an
Episcopal presence in Montgomery. From June 11, 1980 to June 11, 1991, while
worshipping in a high school, I helped to lead a growing church body through
the decisions of spirituality, hospitality, worship and liturgical style, within our
own church body, as well as in the greater Cincinnati community and the diocese. The ability to adapt my leadership style through the myriad macro and
micro decisions, trial and error, meetings, consensus building, misunderstandings and reconciliation, went into that process of becoming Saint Barnabas
Episcopal Church. “What kind of church are we?” “Where and what should we
build that would allow us to worship the Lord, nurture each other, and the world
around us?” Being open and willing to pray, to lead, to listen, to work, to worship, and to dance made it possible. In 1991 we built our first building and we
added an addition in 2000. In 2003 some of the same “pioneers,” along with
newer parishioners, volunteered to be “scaffolding” for a new diocesan mission,
Saint Mary Magdalene Episcopal Church in Maineville, Ohio.
3. DEALING WITH CONFLICT AND CHANGE. Tell us a story about
when you led, proactively, in addressing an important and complex issue and
what was the outcome.
In 2000 our Bishop envisioned uniting the diocese in one service, a Great
Commissioning service, with the Archbishop of Canterbury preaching. This
diocesan-wide project had never been done before in this diocese and required
the coordination, support and integration of many diverse ministries and volunteers. My vestry volunteered to be the steering committee for this immense
undertaking despite the fact that at the same time our parish was undergoing a
major construction project for our church addition. Two new creations were
happening simultaneously. Functioning as Chaplain to the Committee and my
vestry, spiritual support and prayer, encouragement and empowerment, delegation and counseling, as well as being present to listen to ideas and to overcome
obstacles were the order of the day in ensuring that both projects succeeded to
the greater glory of God.
4. TEACHING. Tell us about a time when you used scripture, reason and
tradition to deepen peoples' understanding of God's presence, and what was
the outcome.
I formed the Youth Arts Guild that met weekly in 1992, with the help of
musicians and artists in the parish. Children received instruction in the liturgical arts of choral music, drama, fine art, and percussion, with the goal of being
comfortable in the pulpit, the choir pews, the instrument area, and around the
altar. We read lessons, painted, sang or played percussion instruments - doing,
rehearsing, practicing and praying. We taught them that in the Episcopal
Church we believe what we pray. Pizza was always present over the dinner
hour. As this generation grew into young women and men, some would go and
come from weekly attendance. But, when called upon them to accompany or
teach the next generation, they returned with ease to the sanctuary. The “fruits”
(impact) of this effort were vividly brought home to Saint Barnabas ten years
later when two of the alumni planned and participated in the funeral of a parishioner. They knew the structure of the liturgy, and as conservatory students, gave
their own unique style to truly celebrate the liturgy with reverence and joy.
When asked where they learned to “do this” they acknowledged their time in
the Youth Arts Guild a decade earlier.
5. EVANGELISM AND CHURCH GROWTH. Tell us about a time when
you created a plan to grow church involvement and attendance, and what
was the result.
While we hear of church growth techniques and plans to increase attendance,
my plan for church growth and involvement is most often one person at a time. I
spent many months discussing and sharing with a parishioner about baptism and
its meaning. I sought to help this person reconcile baptism as a young person with
their adult relationship with God and the church. At the culmination of our dis-
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cussions, this parishioner attended the Easter Vigil during which a child was baptized. With permission, I offer part of the parishioner's experience of that evening:
“This moment was one of the most blessed and positive in my life. It has
brought perspective and life to my baptism as a child/infant. In my new perspective, my mother brought me to be baptized just as the young mother brought
her daughter to be baptized on this Easter Eve. I was sealed by the Holy Spirit
on the day of my baptism which, I am convinced, preserved me for the recent day
my heart turned from 'one of stone to one of flesh;' not just temporal but spiritual flesh. Thanks be to God!”
6. SPIRITUAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT. Describe a time
when your spiritual practice shaped your ministry and how it turned out.
I see my spiritual growth and development as arising from my adherence to the
following:
■ Engage: to bring together
■ Empathize: to be present in the person's suffering or difficulty
■ Empower: to equip that person or organization to achieve their goal, or battle
a sickness, of body
■ Endure: to be able to “run the race” to do what it takes to fulfill their mission.
To keep on trying, hoping, praying
■ Enable: the model of Barnabas (Son of Encouragement).
These disciplines guide my life and have helped me to keep calm while
making order out of chaos, whether it has been in starting a church, raising a
family, guiding a parish, responding to chaplain duties in police and fire
emergencies. My mentor, Emily Gardiner Neal, often spoke of the rule of the
Level of Difficulty, which is a very simple premise: The greater the difficulty, the greater the blessing from the outcome and the harder something is to
work through, the more glorious the results. I've found this to be true in building a church, in helping parishioners face their own hard times and in my own
personal life. This 'level of difficulty' has given me the strength and discipline
to “run the race” of establishing a congregation. It has helped me when I was
commuting to Boston University for continuing education towards my STM
while raising a family. It has helped to give me balance and perspective
through out my ministry and my marriage. I work with other ministers of the
moment, not trying to shoulder it all.
Sharing the load is key. Keeping another's head above water helps me to
stay focused. My experience as a chaplain and in working with those with
Post Traumatic Syndrome Disorder encourages me to never miss an opportunity to seek counseling with a professional. These colleagues are from various fields of study. They offer prayerful and practical guidance to help me
address my stress level. In addition, music has been a constant thread in my
life and a great gift from God. When things are bad, I play the drums. When
things are good, I play the drums. When I need to pray about something or
someone, I play the drums. Originally, before I accepted my call to ministry,
percussion was my major in college. It is now a means or a vehicle through
which I communicate with people and with God. I use percussion therapy in
counseling young and old. It is a way of having fun with my congregation and
a way that I pray to the Lord.
7. PASTORAL CARE. Tell us a story of when you empowered a group to
respond pastorally to a situation and what happened.
In 1999 an F5 tornado swept through Montgomery. Many, parishioners
included, were without their homes and many more were traumatized by this
storm. Two members of the community died. The City of Montgomery asked St.
Barnabas Church to coordinate and lead the volunteer effort to begin the healing, cleanup and restoration. Since I was working specifically as the police and
fire chaplain with the city, I empowered the Senior and Junior Warden to lead
and implement what needed to be done at St. Barnabas, also asking the city to
give them a direct reporting line to the Montgomery Emergency Management
Agency. Over a six-month period, the parish was the center of receiving, certifying, and directing volunteers from many states. I gave the wardens the discretionary authority to manage the required receipts and disbursements to see this
ministry through. With the untiring efforts of the members of the congregation,
the wardens led. According to the city, the community is still working toward
wholeness seven years later.
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Answers to Questions about the Wider Church
posed by the Standing Committee
1. Participation in the Millennium Development Goals (MDG)
These goals require passion for t'kun olam (repair of the world), and particularly, “common ground” in their application between the best efforts of the church
and of business; the Universal and Particular. In the first universal covenant (Gen
18:17-9), Abraham hears God's call: To extend the boundaries of righteousness
and justice in the world. In the second particular covenant (Leviticus 19:2), the
Jewish people are told to be a holy nation, and to bring holiness into the world.
Universally, in the New Covenant, we are called to see the face of Christ in every
one; to show the face of Christ to all who have not heard his word. Particularly,
how can a starved child or adult hear the “Good News” if they are weak from
hunger and cannot concentrate on our message? How can they hear the call of
Christ when they are too weak to listen?
Rabbi Mordechai Liebling, in his article on the subject of t'kun olam, says, “In
the move toward energy and action we are reminded that in the [Bible], the obligation to take care of the poor is unwavering, it is our responsibility. Taking care
means both direct service and structural or policy change.... The [Bible] tells us not
only to give money, food and clothing – direct service – but to have a sabbatical
year, when debts are forgiven – structural change. The challenge is to make the
Universal/Particular paradox a tension that leads to energy and action, not ambivalence and paralysis.” (The Reconstructionist).
Our opportunity is finding common ground where the best of private and of
church expertise help make the necessary economic improvements to last from
generation to generation, while at the same time acknowledging the need for direct
intervention for the suffering caught in existing structures in need of overhaul.
2. Participation in the Anglican Communion
The issues in the Anglican Communion are centered simply in the following
question, “Who is my neighbor?” It is vital for The Anglican Communion to
appreciate who our neighbor is, rather than to protect the neighborhood from who
our neighbor can't be.
To illustrate this point, who is my neighbor, Harvey Cox uses the Parable of the
Good Samaritan. “Jesus applied the formula, encompassing three familiar ranks of
society at that time, with the ordinary Israelite trumping the higher ups.” In these stories the rescuer would have been an average Israelite. Jesus, however, chose a lowly
reviled Samaritan “(from whom it was commonly said that 'nothing worthwhile could
be expected').” (When Jesus Came to Harvard) The established priest and Levite,
usual stock characters in these stories, did nothing. The Samaritan, in contrast, gave
first-aid, and at his own expense, fed and housed the beaten traveler. While a nice
moral tale, Jesus uses a bait and switch technique. Cox maintains: by inserting the
Samaritan into the story, he reversed accepted social stereotypes and shook up world
view of his listeners; it was more than a moral point; it was to snare the listener into a
change of consciousness; and Jesus used the ancient form of Mashal (parable) to
shake people up. It was street theater. He was not recounting ideas about seating the
powerless at the family table; Jesus actually did it. He made it a point to be with the
outsider and powerless. “The Mashal, spoken and acted, was [Jesus'] natural métier.”
The Episcopal Church appreciates who our neighbor is, here and now! “Jesus wanted people to see that the world itself was changing so they'd better change their perception of it. This was Jesus' central point in all of his stories. His leitmotif; the
unbounded mercy of God to all people, in or out of Israel.” I remain hopeful the
Anglican Communion will gracefully engage this ecclesiastical diplomacy in progress.
3. Another topic chosen by the nominee: Evangelism and Reconciliation
Often we are asked whether we stand on the solid rock of orthodoxy or on the
shifting sand of revisionism. I believe Jesus is the Rock of Ages, the Rock of our
Salvation and the Rock that, when smitten, brought forth a spring of living water
to quench the thirst of all who believe in Him. Tzur Israel, Ku- mah b'ez-rat Yisrael
(O Rock of Israel, Come to Israel's help). The salient point is this: solid rock is not
rigid rock!
The Ice Age refers to the period of geological time encompassing millions of
years. From the Ice Age there was created Oolitic limestone. Our family ties are to
a limestone quarry in Southern Indiana called Victor Oolitic. Oolitic is Greek for
fish eggs. Before there was ice, there was water. And in the water, fish and fish eggs.
Who made the ice? The creator of all things! From the ice, the tiny marine life was
compacted and 'petrified;' the form was changed. Over eons of years, the rocks
moved and formed the valleys and rivers of the great lakes in North America. Now,
those fish eggs grace the solid rock foundations of many buildings in America churches as well. Who made it so? YHWH. Adonai. The great I AM. Abba. Father.
While there are differences among us, there is a rock on which we can all stand
and where we are safe and secure. When we find that rock together, from that rock
we can proclaim the Good News, and from that rock we can strive for reconciliation.
I believe there must be a consensus that allows for this: our common rock is being
re-formed even as we stand. Solid rock can be moved and formed and fashioned by
God. Is it not possible, that now, our Lord is moving slowly, but with great determination into a direction that we do not know, that we could not possibly fathom, and
that has not yet been revealed to us? Orthodoxy must never succumb to graceless
rigidity. Most importantly, reconciliation is not the shifting sand of revisionism, but
rather, Maor Tzur (Rock of Ages), the solid rock on which reconciliation begins.
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nessed the Episcopal Church at its best – and some joined the church as a
result…service and evangelism! St. Paul's now has a deep friendship with RAHD,
and the Church of the Good Shepherd in Athens. In Dayton, the mission trip continues to capture the hearts and imaginations of our congregation. It is completely
funded by gifts from the congregation and youth sponsored fundraisers. Individuals
generously contribute food, tools and needed building supplies, too. Best of all,
when one participant was asked if anyone thanked him for what he did on the trip,
he responded, “I didn't go on this trip to get thanked; I went to give thanks.”

Professional History
■ 1997 - Rector, St. Paul's Episcopal
Church, Dayton, Ohio
■ 1986 - 1997 Rector, Church of Our
Saviour, Silver Spring, Maryland
■ 1982 - 1986 Assistant to the Bishop
and Canon for Pastoral Development,
Diocese of Western Michigan
■ 1982 - 1986 Vicar, St. Stephen's,
Plainwell, Michigan
■ 1979 - 1982 Associate, Fox Chapel
Episcopal Church, Pittsburgh, Penn.
■ 1979 Ordained to the Priesthood

2. DISCERNING VISIONARY. Describe a time when you used theological insights to address a major opportunity and what happened
About six months after I became the Rector of St. Paul's, I preached a sermon
that offered a vision for the congregation's future. It grew out of our Baptismal
Covenant, the congregation's own story, and my own prayer life. The sermon
centered on a story I wrote about a conversation between two people in a popular local grocery store. One was a newcomer to the area and wanted to know
more about the community and its churches. The other was enthusiastically
telling her about the exciting ministries, programs, people, events and initiatives
at St. Paul's. People in the congregation snickered and laughed because the characters were talking about a St. Paul's quite different from the one they knew. Few
of the ministries, programs, and initiatives described in the conversation existed. I concluded by saying: The conversation I just shared with you hasn't
occurred… yet .But with God's help and our ministry together, it will!
Much of what was said about St. Paul's in the story – including variety in worship, a broad array of Christian Formation opportunities, lay-led pastoral care,
and reaching out to the wider community – are now a vital part of St. Paul's ministry. And those ministries continue to produce new ones.

Education
■ 1979 Master of Divinity, Yale University Divinity School, New Haven,
Connecticut
■ 1975 Bachelor of Arts, Hobart College, Geneva, New York

Congregation
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Living into and out of the Baptismal Covenant
Christian Formation program for all ages
Lay-led, hands-on Outreach ministry
Annual Youth Mission Trip
Enhanced participation in Miami Valley Episcopal Russian Network
Vision of Stewardship including finances, God given gifts, legacy
Lay-led Sunday Vespers, Wednesday Evening Prayer
Youth ministries

3. DEALING WITH CONFLICT AND CHANGE. Tell us a story about
when you led, proactively, in addressing an important and complex issue
and what was the outcome.
Three years ago, some property adjacent to the church became available for
purchase. It had been the Church's long-standing hope to acquire this property
in the future. Twenty years earlier, St. Paul's had acquired several properties near
the church in order to expand its parking facilities. The congregation was not of
one mind about this project, and many members of the community, particularly
those who lived near the church, were staunchly opposed. The matter landed in
court, and the ongoing conflict within the congregation and in the community
was prominently reported in local news media. Ultimately the parking lot was
never built, and the land became attractive green space.
As the Vestry considered purchasing the newly available property, painful
memories and fears resurfaced. Some suggested that we simply not acquire it to
avoid potential conflict. Others suggested we make the purchase, but ever so
quietly. The Vestry was unsure of how to proceed. I urged the Vestry to clarify
and state exactly why acquiring this property was in the long-term interest of the
church, even if there were no immediate plans for its use. I also urged them to
openly and clearly communicate our thoughts and plans to the congregation and
community: that the Vestry decided to purchase the property, the reasons for the
decision, how the purchase was to be financed, that the house on the property
would be razed because it was in serious disrepair, and that the church had no
immediate plans to use the property other than for additional green space.
Despite some resistance and suspicion expressed by the congregation and in
the community after we announced our plans, the clear, forthright manner in
which the church communicated its intentions was effective in softening the
reaction. In addition, I remained in active conversation with concerned members
of the community and congregation. The project moved forward and was completed in a timely fashion. A long-standing objective of the parish was met, and
a potentially painful repetition of previous conflict was avoided.

Dioceses
■ Chair, Commission on Ministry, Diocese of Southern Ohio
■ Former Chair, Faith and Life Committee, Diocese of Southern Ohio
■ Past President, The Washington Episcopal Clergy Association, Diocese
of Washington
■ Director, Sheldon Calvary Camp, Diocese of Pittsburgh
■ Chair, Department of Youth, Diocese of Pittsburgh

Wider Church
■ Chair, Board for Church Deployment
■ Past board member, National Network of Episcopal Clergy Associations

Community
■ Board of Trustees, Miami Valley Hospital, Dayton, Ohio
■ Advisory Board, Miami Valley Hospital, Pastoral Care and Counseling,
Dayton, Ohio
■ Board of Trustees and Executive Committee, Dayton Public Radio,
Dayton, Ohio
■ Board of Trustees, Dayton Habitat for Humanity

Personal
■ Married to Nanci McCray Koepke; Two daughters: Erin, 22; Lauren, 19

Nomination
■ Nominated by Nominating Committee

Answers to Experience Questions posed by the
Nominating Committee
1. NURTURING AND EMPOWERING OTHERS. Give us an example of
when you called, developed and empowered the right people to lead an
important ministry and what was the outcome.
Soon after I began my ministry as Rector of St. Paul's, I offered the congregation a
vision of ministry that included a youth mission trip to Appalachia. A parishioner came
to me a few months later and said he was intrigued with the idea and wanted to talk
more. As we began to talk about how to make this happen and who might be a part of
it, his sense of call to this ministry was clear to both of us. His enthusiasm was contagious. He identified several others who might be interested and soon formed a leadership team. After a year of planning, St. Paul's first mission trip became a lay-led reality. We intentionally focused our efforts in our own state and diocese, and partnered
with Rural Appalachian Housing Corporation (RAHD) in Athens County. That year,
about 20 people from St. Paul's made the inaugural trip to Athens, and we have gone
every year since. This summer, over 40 young people and adults made the trip.
Our enthusiastic efforts have transformed the lives of both the families whose
homes were repaired and participants who have experienced this hands-on ministry.
Those who went on these trips often invited their friends to join them. They wit-
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4. TEACHING. Tell us about a time when you used scripture, reason and
tradition to deepen peoples' understanding of God's presence, and what
was the outcome.
When the United States was contemplating a preemptive military action in Iraq,
many people in the Church asked if such an action was morally defensible, particularly from a Christian perspective. Members of our congregation had differing views
on the matter, and many told me they would welcome the church's guidance. In
response, I taught a course in Advent called “A Just War or Just a War?” In the class,
I introduced classic Just War Tradition in its historical context, and explored how
scripture influenced that tradition and how that tradition influences our interpretation
of scripture. We considered several popular articles and editorials on the Iraq situation
that referred to Just War tradition, and we carefully studied the published positions of
several Christian denominations, including the statement of the House of Bishops. To
the surprise of many, we discovered that despite the fact that every denomination
grounded its position in the same Just War tradition, their conclusions about whether
or not a preemptive military action was justified were at odds. Class members were
then invited to engage in conversation about Iraq with those who held different positions, using Just War tradition as their starting point. The goal was to listen and think,
rather than react and rebuke. People recognized that even though there were no quick,
simple, effortless answers to this question, and that people of faith and good will hold
differing positions, God is still present as the One who offers the hope of peace.
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5. EVANGELISM AND CHURCH GROWTH. Tell us about a time when you
created a plan to grow church involvement and attendance, and what was the result.
In Silver Spring, Maryland, I served as Rector of a parish located in a community that increasingly drew residents from all over the world. That international diversity was evident in worship on Sunday morning. However, it was clear to me that
we were not doing as good a job of welcoming and incorporating people from other
countries and cultures as I thought we could, and I was not sure what needed to
change. After many conversations with new international congregants, I learned
from them that our congregation did a very good job in welcoming guests and visitors, but many still felt like welcomed guests but not members. To address this, I
sought the Vestry's help to intentionally recruit and train worshippers from different countries to serve as ushers, acolytes, lectors, choir members and chalice bearers. I hoped that as people from other parts of the world came to worship at our
church and were greeted by an usher who was from their country, or saw an acolyte
from a family they knew, or heard a lector read the scriptures in a familiar voice, or
recognized a friend or acquaintance in the choir, that the message of welcome was
abundantly clear: this was a congregation in which they, too, could belong.
Gradually, that's what happened. The congregation grew in number and appreciation for the rich and wondrous gifts that each person brought to the life of the parish.
6. SPIRITUAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT. Describe a time
when your spiritual practice shaped your ministry and how it turned out.
One of my spiritual practices, odd as it may seem, is cooking. It has been a
vital component of my spiritual life for years. The joy of taking distinctive, flavorful ingredients and bringing them together – cooking them quickly, slowly,
or not at all – and sharing that meal with others, offers me a tiny glimmer of
what God's reign might be like.
In an effort to further extend the invitation to belong to the congregation in Silver
Spring (see question 5) I invited the congregation to celebrate Pentecost in a new
way. I asked each household to prepare their favorite dish from their own country
and bring it to church to share with others in the congregation at a large Pentecost
dinner following the service. To my delight, a large number of people responded
with enthusiasm, creativity, and an abundance of wonderful food – everything from
Barbadian flying fish to Texas barbeque. Sharing food led to meeting new people,
sharing stories of family and home, how they came to attend the parish, and discovering our common faith in Christ amidst distinctive and flavorful cultures. It allowed
us to experience the power of Pentecost in a new and delicious way. I knew the Holy
Spirit was present when I saw a grandmother from Nigeria sharing her recipe with a
young mother from Jamaica, and when they greeted each other warmly and enthusiastically at the exchange of the Peace at the following Sunday's Eucharist.
7. PASTORAL CARE. Tell us a story of when you empowered a group to
respond pastorally to a situation, and what happened.
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, when many congregations were involved in
welcoming and resettling Vietnamese refugees in the United States, the congregation I served made a commitment to sponsor and assist one such family. It became
a major mission focus for the parish. Plans and preparations for their arrival and
resettlement were extensive and involved many members of the congregation. The
excitement was palpable as we anticipated the family's imminent arrival. To our
dismay, the family's arrival was delayed for nearly a year.
Several months later, the congregation's membership grew with the birth of identical triplets to a young family. I visited the mother and father in the hospital, and
we imagined how different their lives would be when they arrived home and introduced the triplets to their young daughter. That's when I decided to reinvigorate the
dormant refugee committee. Clearly they had created an organizational structure to
serve a newly arrived family. With a little retooling, and a new charge, the parish
could help our own triply blessed family resettle in to their new life beginning the
very moment they arrived home from the hospital. Shopping, cleaning, cooking,
feeding, changing, baby-sitting, transportation, encouragement, companionship,
prayers, love and support – the parish provided it all. By the time our Vietnamese
family finally arrived, the parish was more than ready to welcome them – and the
family blessed with the triplets was at the front of the line.

Answers to Questions about the Wider Church
posed by the Standing Committee
1. Participation in the Millennium Development Goals (MDG)
The Millennium Development Goals offer the Church - both in the United States
and around the world, a focused vision for common mission and ministry in the
name of Christ. The eight goals and their identifiable targets provide a framework
for the Church to seek and serve Christ in all persons – particularly those who live
in and suffer under the relentless burden of extreme poverty, disease, malnourishment, gender inequality, lack of primary education, high rates of infant and maternal mortality and environmental decline around the world. While it is correct to say
that the Episcopal Church has embraced these goals and made them a triennial mission priority, it is my hope that these goals embrace us as we work to meet them.
Part of their attractiveness comes from the fact that all 191 member states in the
United Nations have pledged to meet them. Furthermore, these goals – lofty as they
might seem – are achievable, and progress toward their fulfillment can be measured. I see the MDG as an icon of the Reign of God, and that working together to

reach the targets and achieve the goals are part of what it means for us to manifest
God's sovereignty and justice, and to engage in the ministry of reconciliation.
The obvious challenge of participating in the MDG will be just that: participation. While the larger Church's overall commitment to them is clear, I suspect
that there are many in the pews that are unfamiliar with the Millennium
Development Goals. Education, and in some instances, gentle persuasion will be
needed to help people become aware of the goals, the crushing realities they
address, and their value as milestones for mission. Pursuing the MDG asks the
Church to call forth its best efforts in stewardship at the personal, congregational and diocesan levels. The goals will also help focus our creativity, imagination
and witness in forming or strengthening partnerships with other denominations,
religious bodies and agencies in global development. Strong, enthusiastic and
persistent leadership will be needed at diocesan and congregational levels to
enable the Church to embrace the vision of God's Reign these goals support, and
to inspire our sacrificial efforts to achieve them.
2. Participation in the Anglican Communion
Our participation in the Anglican Communion is based on a shared common mission given to us by our Lord – to go, baptize, teach and serve so that the world will
be reconciled to God and transformed by grace. As Anglicans, we have been given
holy gifts to enable this mission to be fulfilled: apostolic tradition, scripturally
grounded common prayer and worship, the ministry of bishops, priests, deacons
and lay persons, and a theology grounded in the Incarnation. All of them allow us
to proclaim the gospel and serve others in the various and distinctive cultures in
which God has called us to serve. The Anglican Communion is more than a loosely organized composite of independent local faith communities. It is, in the
Archbishop of Canterbury's words, “a Church that is seeking to be a coherent family of communities meeting to hear the Bible read, to break bread and share wine
as guests of Jesus Christ, and celebrate a unity in world wide mission and ministry.”
(The Challenge and Hope of Being an Anglican Today: A Reflection for the
Bishops, Clergy and Faithful of the Anglican Communion). I believe that is where
our participation in the Communion begins and is sustained – in sacramental worship, common prayer, and service, day-by-day, week-by-week. For the Episcopal
Church, as well as for every other member of the Communion, that mode of participation will continue, regardless of the organizational structure the Anglican
Communion might embrace in the future.
Our life and mission as the Episcopal Church is both strengthened and challenged
in our ongoing relationships with other Anglicans. Our common mission and our
mutual respect and discernment of how God continues to lead our various communities to fulfill that mission must be at the heart of every conversation we have
regarding the life of the Communion and the shape that life might take. Our life as
the Anglican Communion has been marked by a theological comprehensiveness that
has allowed our mission and ministry to flourish. Each community's participation in
the Communion should strive to preserve a comprehensiveness that encourages
prayerful reflection and conversation about our strengths as well as about our differences, and seek resolutions that will enable us to pursue vigorously the common mission with which we have been entrusted, and for which God holds us accountable.
3. Another topic chosen by the nominee: The Faith of Future Generations
I have always been struck by the words of the prayer For Young Persons (BCP p.
829), which begins with the statement: “O God our Father, you see your children growing up in an unsteady and confusing world…” and concludes by asking God to “give
them (young persons) strength to hold their faith in you.” It is one of my favorite
prayers, but it is also one that often concerns me. It assumes that young persons possess
a faith to which they can hold. Moreover, it assumes that faith is nominally Christian. I
suspect that in the 21st century, those two assumptions are questionable, at best.
When I offer this prayer, two things come to mind. First, I'm convinced that the
Episcopal Church must focus on teaching the faith to those in the next generation
who are currently a part of the Christian community. This is more than creating and
sustaining good Sunday School programs – vital as that is. Rather, the Church must
embrace the challenge of becoming a community that is unabashedly intentional
about modeling the Christian faith and life that it espouses – particularly in mutual
discernment and prayerful decision making, faithful stewardship, gift-based service
and ministry, and accountability. As a community, and especially as adults in the
community, we are to take Moses' instructions to heart: “Keep these words that I
am commanding to you this day in your heart. Recite them to your children and to
talk about them when you are home and when you are away, when you lie down
and when you arise.” In short, we need to introduce young people to Jesus. And we
need to make room for young persons to introduce us to Jesus, as well.
Second, I'm convinced that the Episcopal Church must enthusiastically and deliberately offer a compelling witness to young persons who are not members of a
Christian community. The Church needs to go to them rather than hope that they will
find their way to the Church. An obvious (but by no means the only) venue for such
a witness is in Higher Education. Students on college and university campuses are a
natural constituency for engaging and being engaged by the Christian faith, and particularly the Episcopal expression of the faith. By encouraging and supporting existing ministry resources on or near campuses, and more importantly, by claiming a
renewed vision and developing new and creative ministries in higher education, I
believe the Church can offer an authentic and persuasive witness for Christ to young
persons, inviting them into a vibrant faith onto which they can hold, and more importantly, a faith they can share.
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The Rev. James
B. Lemler,
D.Min.
Professional History
■ 2004 -Director of Mission, The
Episcopal Church, New York, New York
■ 1998 - 2004 Dean and President,
Seabury-Western Theological Seminary,
Evanston
■ 1981 - 1998 Rector/President,
(Assoc. Rector/Provost 81 - 84) Trinity
Episcopal Church and St. Richard's
School, Indianapolis, Indiana
■ 1980 - 1981 Chaplain, DePauw University, Greencastle, Indiana
■ 1977 - 1980 Canon Precentor, Christ Church Cathedral, Indianapolis,
Indiana
■ 1976 - 1977 Assistant to the Dean, Cathedral of St. James, South Bend,
Indiana

Education
■
■
■
■

1981
1976
1974
1973

Doctor of Ministry, Cum Laude, Christian Theological Seminary
Master of Divinity Cum Laude, Nashotah House
Graduate Biblical Studies, University of Oxford,
Bachelor of Arts, Cum Laude, DePauw University

Congregations and Educational Institutions
■ Community outreach and housing development leading to designation as
Jubilee Center
■ Creative parish leadership including effective evangelism, worship, education, music, pastoral, children's, youth and preaching ministries
■ College chaplaincy worship and development of service learning program
■ Mission and congregational development curriculum introduced at seminary

Dioceses
■ Indianapolis: Mission Strategy Committee; Episcopal Community
Services Board, treasurer; Examining Chaplain; Standing Committee, president; Indianapolis Mid-Central Deanery, dean; Indianapolis Episcopal
Metropolitan Council, president; Commission on Ministry; New
Congregations Planting Committee, chair.
■ Chicago: Commission on Global Mission, Commission on Tentmakers'
Ministry

Wider Church
■ Consultant, leadership and mission development to: Executive Council
of Episcopal Church, House of Bishops, APSO, College of Preachers,
National Association of Episcopal Schools, numerous dioceses, congregations, organizations, and institutions.
■ Standing Commissions on Domestic Mission and Evangelism (chair) and
Church in Metropolitan Areas (co-chair) (5 time General Convention
Deputy)
■ Preacher, Day One international radio preaching broadcast

Community
■ Boards: Martin Luther King Multi-Service Center, president; Mid-North
Housing Development Corp.; Indianapolis Mayor's Advisory Council for
Citizen's Police Review Process; Church Federation of Greater
Indianapolis, president

Personal
■ Married, Sharon F. Lemler, clinical mental health specialist in nursing;
Children: Katherine (born in 1984), Anna (1988) and Maria (1989)

Nomination
■ Nominated by Nominating Committee

Answers to Experience Questions posed
by the Nominating Committee
1. NURTURING & EMPOWERING OTHERS. Give us an example of
when you called, developed and empowered the right people to lead an
important ministry and what was the outcome.
I had been the rector in the same parish for several years on the day I received
some terrible news from a neighboring priestly colleague. A homeless man had
been found dead in the dumpster behind his church on a cold winter morning. It
was patently clear. God was calling us to respond. My role was to be the chair of
the newly created Indianapolis Episcopal Metropolitan Council. We formed the

organization because we wanted to overcome the isolation of Episcopal congregations in our city and desired to enhance greatly our urban mission as the
Episcopal Church. Now was the time! I had an essential leadership role to be
sure, but the primary dimension of that leadership was to nurture and empower
other people. This meant sharing the Gospel, naming the urgency of the moment,
doing training events for clergy and laity alike, recruiting leaders, forming committees and work groups, inviting people to identify their own gifts and
resources, developing a compelling vision and communicating with all the congregations. It took many hands and many hearts to do this, and we moved as
quickly as we possibly could. My own congregation was transformed as people
assumed roles of servant leadership. Most importantly, the result was a feeding
and shelter ministry that met human need, gave hope, and was a source of
empowerment to those who felt bereft of power and hope in their lives.
2. DISCERNING VISIONARY. Describe a time when you used theological insights to address a major opportunity and what is happened.
What a privilege and what a responsibility… to be the chair of the brandspanking new Standing Commission on Domestic Mission and Evangelism for
the Episcopal Church. We had a brief charter but no mandate. I prayed, had conversations with members of the Commission and others in the Church, and took
a good look at the present context, call, theology and gifts of the Episcopal
Church. This led me to the conclusion that as a group we should do the same
work, so we considered the history of Episcopal mission and its present expression, we looked at the context of mission today, and we focused prayer on the
call, theology and work of evangelism. The result… VISION… the 2020 Vision
as it came to be known within the Church. The vision itself was one of renewed
energy for evangelism, a strong commitment to mission, and the equipping of
congregations and dioceses throughout the Church for renewed vitality. This was
only the beginning. We needed to share and interpret the vision theologically and
practically, gain co-workers, establish a strategy, prepare communications and
work with others to implement a vision of strong mission and evangelism. The
result: focus on the call to mission, a strong biblical and theological foundation,
resources for growth within congregations, diocesan visioning and a renewed
spirit and hope among many people within the Episcopal Church.
3. DEALING WITH CONFLICT AND CHANGE. Tell us a story about
when you led proactively, in addressing an important and complex issue and
what happened.
Racism is such a serious and complex issue in our church, our society and our lives.
At Seabury-Western Theological Seminary, there were significant issues regarding
race that had caused conflict within the community through the years. There were historical problems to be sure, but this is the story about an event of the moment. It was
the Feast of the Presentation of Our Lord Jesus Christ in the Temple, and the students
had planned a wonderful liturgy with one major exception … not a single person of
color in the community was involved in a visible role of leadership for this important
celebration. One courageous student called the whole community to task regarding
this, and the result was conflict that evidenced itself in guilt, blame, hurt and division.
A long institutional pattern of sweeping such things under the rug and moving on simply would not do in these circumstances. Instead, we initiated community conversations. I appointed the first anti-racism committee in the seminary's history. We learned
about issues of racism and introduced a course about the relationship between the
Gospel and multi-culturalism. We prayed about reconciliation within our community and our own lives. Very significantly, we engaged in a process of anti-racism training that involved all elements of the community: students, faculty, staff and board
members. People came to a much a deeper understanding of their own call as
Christians and ministry as servant leaders. The seminary made a clear commitment to
become an anti-racist institution and embarked on that journey.
4. TEACHING. Tell us about a time when you used scripture, reason and
tradition to deepen peoples' understanding of God's presence and what was
the outcome.
I love to teach… and have many opportunities to engage in this ministry in congregations, dioceses, educational institutions and other settings where people
gather to learn. One such occasion was a diocesan conference setting where small,
rural and primarily Appalachian congregational lay and clergy leaders gathered.
Their learning and my teaching focused on evangelism and congregational mission. We prayed. We sang. We learned together. The learning had a strong scriptural foundation to it as we encountered several of the Bible's stories of trust, invitation and community life. We utilized reason and experience to inquire about the
context, gifts and life of each congregation represented. We engaged the tradition
of our church highlighting the dimensions of our Episcopal identity, style and theology that invited people into the love of God (and being honest about some of
the patterns that form barriers to evangelism and congregational vitality). In all of
these ways, we experienced God's presence and love. The outcome was hope…
hope for congregations, hope for our mission and hope for the future of the
Episcopal Church. Congregational leaders learned how to emphasize the gifts that
God had given their local communities of faith and gained useful tools from my
presentations and from other participants, tools that could be used in their own
settings. The network for mission in these congregations was strengthened, and
people went home with encouragement in the Gospel and the love of God.
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5. EVANGELISM & CHURCH GROWTH. Tell us about a time when
you created a plan to grow church involvement and attendance and what
was the result.
I have helped to develop evangelism and church growth plans in every congregation I have served and have also had the privilege of assisting other congregations to create such plans. But… how can that learning and experience be
translated to assist the Episcopal Church, its dioceses, and its congregations on
a broad, even nationwide, basis? This was the question that confronted me in my
role as Director of Mission for the Episcopal Church. I immediately set to work
with colleagues to envision a plan and its elements. The first element had to be
the articulation of urgency and hope. We needed to draw attention to the present
urgent and hopeful moment for evangelism in the Episcopal Church. Then, theological and practical resources were needed. We prepared the “Groundwork”
set of resources so that every congregation in the Episcopal Church could have
tools for evangelism planning. “Groundwork” was biblical as it framed the call
to the mission of evangelism in the Holy Scripture of Lent. And it was practical… offering planning, advertising, personal evangelism, and congregational
transformation resources. “Groundwork” enjoyed some very positive impact. We
received the feedback that many congregations throughout the Episcopal Church
had used the resource and it helped to generate congregational evangelism and
church growth planning. Requests came forth to prepare “Groundwork II” (and,
yes, by popular demand, “Groundwork III” will be available for Lent 2007) and
for congregational and diocesan conference offerings that focus clearly on evangelism and hopeful mission for congregations of all sorts and sizes in our church.
The result is and will be congregations strengthened for their evangelism planning and work.
6. SPIRITUAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT. Describe a time when
your spiritual practice shaped your ministry and it turned out.
It was one of the two or three most dreadful moments in all the years of my
pastoral ministry. I was called to the hospital, because a young child had died.
This was awful under any circumstance and made more terrible since this child
was the same age as my first-born, and Sharon and I enjoyed a strong bond of
friendship with his parents. What was I to do? What could I say? I went to the
hospital, was present with the family, offered prayer and eventually returned to
the church before joining them again later that day. I felt angry and empty.
Where could I go? Then, I remembered the words of a teacher… “Flee to the
Eucharist.” So, I did. Of course the Eucharist had always been important to me,
but that day it took on a new depth and meaning. I fled to the Eucharistic table
and met God in God's suffering with us, in the connections of community, and
in the abundant, flowing, poured out love which God offers. The Eucharist has
never been the same since. My spirituality and my ministry have become
Eucharistic. I have grown and developed Sunday by Sunday, day by day, occasion by occasion as I have been fed with the presence and love of God. For me,
the Eucharist offers a seamless connectedness with God, with the grace that
undergirds my life and ministry, and with the people whom I have known,
served and loved throughout my living.
7. PASTORAL CARE. Tell us a story of when you empowered a group to
respond pastorally to a situation and what happened.
The parish I served as rector was growing … in numbers, diversity and its
spirit of care and compassion. The result was the need for greater pastoral
response and the exercise of the ministry of all the baptized in pastoral care.
There were varieties of pastoral situations … crises, sickness, nursing home
visitations, the birth of children and many others. The vision was of a group of
committed, caring and trained pastoral ministers. The name we chose for the
group was the Guild of the Holy Cross, a name selected because we wanted to
re-present the caring compassion that Jesus had shown so clearly on his cross.
The group was empowered by prayer, scriptural reflection and a strong sense
of mission and purpose. Empowerment also included pastoral training, regular
meetings and a strong sense of community. This was a group imbued with caring attitude and action. It responded to critical situations in people's lives, one
of the first being the care for a beloved member of the parish who was dying
of complications from HIV/AIDS. Its pattern of pastoral ministry also continued in a consistent and regular way… hospital, home, and nursing home visits
(including Lay Eucharistic Ministry), meals to those who were recently home
from the hospital, calling on new babies and their parents and support for people who were facing various personal challenges. This group was empowered
by the Gospel call to care for others. It was a source of transformation for our
congregation and its life together.
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Answers to Questions about the Wider Church
posed by the Standing Committee
1. Participation in the Millennium Development Goals (MDG)
The Baptismal Covenant asks these two poignant questions: “Will you seek and
serve Christ in all persons, loving your neighbor as yourself?” and “Will you strive for
justice and peace among all people, and respect the dignity of every human being?”
The engagement and affirmation of the Millennium Development Goals by the
Episcopal Church and its members offer this significant response to these Baptismal
questions: “We will, with God's help.” The goals themselves are a powerful, attainable
and hopeful vision for global justice, human dignity and the eradication of hunger and
poverty in our world. The MDG also serve as a charter for service and compassion in
the Episcopal Church today. Dioceses, congregations and individuals have given energy, financial support and service to their fulfillment. Our recent General Convention
meeting in Columbus overwhelmingly affirmed the MDG and put its money where its
mouth was by committing new monies of the church-wide budget to the MDG and by
calling on every committee of the church and individual representative in the General
Convention to give their own money and commitment for the goals' implementation.
New partnership between the larger Episcopal Church and Episcopal Relief and
Development is envisioned and the proclamation made loudly and clearly that we are
a church rooted in the Gospel mission of compassion. The MDG themselves are
focused on global justice and empowerment, but the Episcopal Church also recognizes
that these are issues “at home,” and we have committed ourselves to MDG mission fulfillment in our own backyard, communities, and environment.
The MDG represent truly transformative realities at the core of our mission as a
church: compassion, hope, justice, restoration, and human development. They
launch all of us (individuals, congregations, dioceses and the whole Episcopal
Church) on a new journey of service as we live them out more and more in the years
to come. They will assist us to re-shape our mission and institutions to reflect these
Gospel commitments abroad and at home.
2. Participation in the Anglican Communion
In the Prayer Book's Collect for All Saints' Day we pray these words, “Almighty God,
you have knit together your elect in one communion and fellowship in the mystical body
of your Son Christ our Lord…” They are a reminder that communion among God's people is a gift from and creation by God. God is the source and the Creator. That is the case
with the Anglican Communion. Through grace and love, God has “knit us together” as a
global Communion of faith and mission. The participation of the Episcopal Church in the
Anglican Communion enhances our church, and we help to enhance the life and witness
of other parts of this communion and fellowship through our participation.
I have benefited from broad experience in the Anglican Communion throughout my
ministry. That is especially the case in my present role as Director of Mission within
the Episcopal Church. I know firsthand the power and hope represented in our global
mission and relationships together. I also am aware of present significant challenges to
these things. My experience tells me this: We are always most strong as a Communion
and true to the Gospel when we focus on mission. Mission is the glue that that knits
and binds us as one. I see this reality day-by-day in the relationships of mission that join
the Episcopal Church with our sister churches in the Anglican Communion. Diocesan
companionships and parish-to-parish relationships abound. Generosity through the
United Thank Offering and Episcopal Relief and Development cement relationships
and bring human hope throughout the Communion. We are constantly learning from
our Anglican brothers and sisters through educational and work groups that exist within the Communion. A new Windsor Report generated listening process has been initiated within the fellowship. Visitors come and go; short-term mission trips continue; and
we make a common, Communion-wide witness through ministries like Anglican
Women's Empowerment. Episcopal Church missionaries and the Young Adult Service
Corps build relationships of service and proclamation throughout the world. God has
knit us together! Even in the midst of our present challenges, God has made us a communion and fellowship in Christ our Lord.
3. Another topic chosen by the nominee: Participation in the Mission
What lies at the heart of our life, work and identity of the Episcopal Church? Our
mission. It is the call and purpose of the Church as we seek to “restore all people to
unity with God and each other in Christ” (Book of Common Prayer, p.855) The
mission of the Church is manifest in congregations, dioceses, organizations, the
wider Episcopal Church, and the worldwide Anglican fellowship.
It is a time of mission awakening and awareness in the Episcopal Church. It's true in
congregations as they worship, serve and invite people into their midst. It's also the case
for dioceses as they develop a vision for their mission and seek to provide connection
and resources for local communities of faith. It is evident in the wider Episcopal Church
and its General Convention recently concluded in Columbus. The convention was mission focused in so many ways… the adoption of mission priorities that would shape its
decisions, a mission centered budget, the election of the 26th Presiding Bishop, and resolutions on prison ministry, the MDG, children's ministries and in many other areas.
We are moving ahead in mission in all of these areas. It is a hopeful moment, and it
is also an urgent moment. The challenges of the world today require a church that is
alive with mission spirit and zeal. We need to participate in the mission of compassion
and service, evangelism and justice, formation and proclamation. And… we need each
other. Our unity as Christian people and identity as the Body of Christ provide a foundation for mission and authenticity to our message. Will we embrace each other? Will
we embrace the mission? Will we let God embrace us even more fully in God's love?
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RESOURCES

CALENDAR

S C H O L A R ’ S
C O R N E R

August
3-6 – Family Camp at Procter Camp & Conference Center.
8 – Grant Seekers Workshop at Procter Camp & Conference Center, 5:30 to
8:30 p.m. This workshop describes the priorities and application process for
grants from the Episcopal Community Services Foundation and the Procter
Fund.
12 – Diocesan Council meeting at Procter Camp & Conference Center.
Contact: Vice President Chips Lanier at 937.258.0141.
26 – Sexual Misconduct/Child Abuse Prevention Training will be offered
at Church of the Redeemer, 2944 Erie Ave., Cincinnati. The program starts
at 9 a.m. and generally finishes at 3 p.m. Pre-registration and pre-payment
are required. Contact Geri McDaniel at the diocesan office at 513.421.0311
or 800.582.1712. To register or pay online, look under administration, misconduct prevention. The cost of the training is $15, which includes lunch
and materials. Payment should be mailed to Geri McDaniel, Diocese of
Southern Ohio, 412 Sycamore Street. Cincinnati, 45202. Make checks
payable to the Diocese of Southern Ohio. Training is required of all clergy,
employees of a church, youth ministers, Stephen Ministers, Eucharistic
Visitors, counselors, volunteers, any lay person that interacts or has care of
children. Contact: the Rev. Dcn. Peg Denton at 513.897.7414

September
8-9 – Deacons' School, at Procter Camp & Conference Center, Wing A.
Contact: the Rev. David McCoy at the Anglican Academy, 800.461.8424
9 – Mountain Grace Conference at the Ohio University Campus in
Lancaster from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. The third annual conference will include a
keynote talk on connecting with Appalachian communities, worship, traditional music and lively discussion groups. This conference is again sponsored by the three Appalachian deaneries, Episcopal Appalachian
Ministries, Congregational Life and other diocesan offices. Contact:
Michael Maloney at 513.531.8799
16 – Diocesan Council meeting at Procter Camp & Conference Center.
Contact: Vice President Chips Lanier at 937.258.0141
23 – Sexual Misconduct/Child Abuse Prevention Training will be offered
at Trinity Church, 76 E. Main Street, Newark. The program starts at 9 a.m.
and generally finishes at 3 p.m. Pre-registration and pre-payment are
required. See registration information above.
30 – Rector/Deacon Mutual Ministry at Procter Camp & Conference
Center. Contact: the Rev. David McCoy at 800.461.8424.

Mark your calendar
Oct 6-8 – Clergy Family Fall Gathering
Oct 24-28 – Bishop Nominee Forums
Oct 30-Nov 7 – Deanery Follow-up discussions/pre-convention hearings
Nov 10-11 – 132nd Annual Diocesan Convention

A Muslim recently gave me a tract that quoted verses from the Bible
that said there is only one God and that God is the only Savior (Isa.
43:10-11, also Isa. 44:6, 45:21-23, and John 17:3). The point he tries to
make is that Jesus cannot be divine or savior. How do we respond to
those who say Christian beliefs about Jesus go against monotheism?
First off, orthodox Christianity really is monotheistic,
even if sometimes Christians can sound like they believe in THE REV.
WILLIAM G.
three separate gods.
All (or almost all) of the New Testament writers were GARTIG
Jewish and therefore raised on the fundamental Jewish belief
in monotheism expressed in the Shema: “Hear, O Israel, the
Lord is our God, the Lord is One.” So whatever they and the
other early Christians believed about Jesus, they must have
thought what they believed did not contradict there being only
one God. If we read anything in the New Testament as a violation of monotheism, we misunderstand the writers’ intent.
In orthodox Christianity, Jesus is not another god alongside
God. (Although this is exactly what Muslims believe Christians
believe.) Instead, in classic Christian theology Jesus is the eternal, uncreated Word of
God that was manifested at a particular time and place in our world in the Incarnation
(“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was
God....And the Word became flesh and lived among us,” Gospel of John, chapter 1).
Interestingly, this is analogous to what Muslims believe about the Qur’an, their
Scripture. In orthodox Islamic theology, the Qur’an is the uncreated, eternal Word
of God (not of a different nature from God but of God’s essence) that was revealed
at a particular time and place to Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him.
In orthodox Christian theology, God the Father (the Creator God worshipped by
Jews and Muslims) is always the Source and Christ, the Word, is always the
instrument or means. For example, when Christians say Jesus is the Savior, technically he is the means or instrument of salvation, God the Father (the Creator) being
the source of salvation. So God can be the only Savior (as in Isa. 43:11) (as source)
and Jesus the Savior too (as instrument or means) without implying two gods.
We see the idea of the Word as instrument in John 1, where it says, “All things came
into being through him, and without him not one thing came into being.” The same idea
of instrumentality (and also divinity) is expressed in Colossians 1:15-20, “all things
have been created through him....in him all the fullness of God was pleased to dwell.”
Keeping in mind the monotheistic context in which these verses were written,
we can see that Christian theology about Jesus does not make Christ into another god equal to God (the Creator, “God the Father” in Christian terms). Instead
the Word is God “coming towards us,” if you will, God revealing and manifesting Himself to the universe, God not as God is in Himself but as God as God
reveals Himself and lets Himself be known.
This may be hard to follow and understand, but at least we can say that in
Christian theology, Jesus cannot be separated from God as another god because
Jesus, as the Word, is part of God (much as the Qur’an is part of God in Islam).
So whatever Jews and Muslims may think of us, we Christians believe in the
same God Almighty, creator of heaven and earth, as they do. We just believe God
revealed Himself uniquely and supremely in Jesus Christ our Lord.
The Rev. William G. Gartig will answer your questions about the Bible, Episcopal life
and other religious subjects. Send questions to 2146 Cameron Ave. Apt. 5,
Cincinnati, OH45212-3631 or at gartigwg@episcopal-dso.zzn.com.

REST IN PEACE
The Rev. Don L. Peterson, 65, died July 5 from cancer. Fr. Peterson was
the founding rector of St. Patrick's, Dublin. He served as the priest associate at St. John's, Worthington and assistant rector at St. James, Clintonville.
He was a graduate advisor at The Ohio State University. Fr. Peterson was a
member of the American Guild of Organists. He had a lifelong love of
music and was a gifted musician. After suffering a stroke in 1987, Fr.
Peterson created a ministry, counseling other stroke patients and their families.
Survivors include his wife, Beth; four children; his mother; two grandsons; 3 brothers; 3 sisters; and other relatives and friends. A memorial service was held July 8 at St. John's, Worthington. Contributions may be made
to St. John's Episcopal Church, 700 High Street, Worthington, 43085.
Dorothy Mendelsohn, 81, died June 22 in Cincinnati after a long illness.
She was the wife of the Rev. Randall Mendelsohn, vicar of Holy Trinity,
Kenwood. Memorials may be directed to Hospice of Cincinnati, P.O. Box
633597, Cincinnati, 45263-3597.
Myra E. Unsworth, 89, died May 20 in Rhode Island. She was the mother of the Rev. Paul Daggett, rector of Trinity, Hamilton.
Gerard Callahan, 67, died June 16 in New Brunswick, NJ. He was the
twin brother of the Rev. Dcn. Carol Callahan of Good Samaritan, Clermont
County.
Barbara Wood, the mother of the Rev. Gretchen Wood, interim rector of
St. Anne's, West Chester, died in May.

Say “YES!” to the Fall Gathering
This year, the Fall Gathering for clergy and families will begin on Friday, Oct. 6
and end on Sunday, Oct. 8, 2006 at Procter Camp & Conference Center in London.
The weekend will begin with a 5 p.m. Happy Hour, followed by dinner. After
dinner, we will introduce new clergy and their families. We will be entertained
by the Rev. Rick McCracken-Bennett's storytelling, followed by an enthusiastic
sing/dance along to the music of Mary Dalhberg and friends (all musicians are
welcome). The evening will end with Compline.
Saturday's events include three presentations by the Rev. Frank Wade, theologianin-residence for the diocese. Godly Play will be available for all children from age two.
We will have an old-fashion hymn sing before our worship together at a Eucharist at
4 p.m. After Happy Hour and dinner, there will be more storytelling and music.
For those who can stay through to Sunday, after breakfast, there will be time
with Bishop Price. The gathering will end with lunch at noon.
The cost will be $50 per person for adults and $25 per child with a cap of $150 per family. The charge for Saturday only will be $12 per person with a cap of $36 per family.
A letter of invitation and registration form was sent out in July. You can also
make reservations online at www.episcopal-dso.org, The Diocese, Clergy.
Say “YES!” and make your reservations early!
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Cincinnati East
Church of the Good Samaritan, Clermont
County, is holding a fall evangelism campaign
beginning in August and running through
October. Each Sunday will feature a different program, starting with Rally Sunday on August 20.
Some other featured ministries and programs:
media evangelism, outreach, music, blessing of
the animals, theater presentation by Friends of the
Groom and confirmations.

Cincinnati West
Christ Church, Glendale, has taken over the
hosting duties for the Interfaith Hospitality
Network, a ministry headed for several years
by Grace Church, College Hill. A survey of
the guests after the first week of hosting duties
told the volunteers that the guests are very
happy with the accommodations, the food, the
congregation, the volunteers – everything! One
guest told them that when she gets settled into
a home and into a church, that she would work
to get them involved in IHN. The Rev. Dcn.
Laura Chace was instrumental in making the
transition for IHN from Grace Church to Christ
Church.

Columbus
A new worship opportunity is taking place at
St. Luke, Granville, on Tuesday evenings.
Centering Prayer is a simple method of prayer
rooted in ancient Christian contemplative practice. It facilitates the movement from more
active modes of prayer into a receptive prayer
of resting in God and consenting to God's presence and action within. Participants gather in
quietness in the church for a short reading, a
“sit” follows (time of silent prayer,) and reflective discussion on contemplative practice wraps
things up. If you are interesting in finding out
more about centering prayer, call St. Luke's at
740.587.0167.
The nursing home ministry at All Saints,
New Albany, brings worship services to the res-

idents of two local nursing homes, the New
Albany Gardens Nursing Home and the Inn at
Chestnut Hill. Parishioner Sharon Givan offers
her musical talent to the ministry, playing the
keyboard for the hymns during worship.
Recently, the ministry was joined by a new
musician: Peter Milne, a seventh-grade student
at New Albany Middle School and plays the
trumpet. Even though he has only been playing
a year, he played several solos for the residents,
including “When the Saints Go Marching In.”
Several Cub Scout dens comprising Cub Scout
Pack #399 at St. Andrew, Pickerington, are planning a campout and parish building and grounds
cleanup day in August. On Aug. 18, the pack will
camp out overnight on the parish lawn and then
facilitate the parish cleanup day the next morning.
Plans include cleaning gutters and downspouts,
weeding, pruning shrubbery, painting, staining
and mulching.

Dayton
Attention bargain seekers! St. Margaret,
Trotwood, is holding a garage sale on Saturday,
Aug. 5 in the church parking lot. The sale runs
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Food and beverages also
will be available. For more information, call St.
Margaret's at 937.837.7741.
An anonymous donor has challenged the congregation of St. Christopher, Fairborn, with a
matching Episcopal Relief and Development
(ERD) gift challenge. The donor will match, dollar for dollar, up to a maximum of $1,000, donations to ERD for Indonesian earthquake relief or
Darfur relief.

Miami River
Following church on a hot, sunny day in May,
parishioners from St. Mary Magdalene,
Maineville, trekked down to the Great American
Ballpark to see the Cincinnati Reds take on the
Arizona Diamondbacks. The Reds trailed for
most of the game, but rewarded their faithful followers with a come-from-behind win with a walk-

Fred Schweitzer, St. James, Westwood,
took part in a 100+ mile bike tour around
Lake Tahoe in June as part of Team in
Training, raising more than $8,000 for the
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society. As if that
wasn't enough, he then took part in the MS150 in July, a 150-mile bike tour between
Wilmington and Dayton that raises money
for the Multiple Sclerosis Society!
Kevin Bruce, St. Mary, Hillsboro,
received the Faculty Award for Excellence
from the Southwestern Ohio Council for
Higher Education. Bruce is an adjuct
English professor at Southern State
Community College.
Megan Murray, St. James, Westwood,
took part in the Ohio State finals of the
Hershey National Track and Field program,
finishing second in the 1600-meter run and
fourth in the 800-meter run in the 13- and
14-year old girls category. The finals were
held at the Jesse Owens Track Stadium at
The Ohio State University.
off home run in the bottom of the ninth.
The choir at Trinity, Hamilton, has been chosen to participate in “A Taste of Gospel Music”
Competition. The event will take place on
September 23 at the courthouse in Hamilton.
Good luck, Trinity choristers!

Northwest
Several members of the Trinity, Troy, choir
who participate in the Troy Strawberry Festival
Community Choir sang the National Anthem at
the Dayton Dragons home baseball game on July
25. The choir had to audition for the opportunity
and was selected to be one of the groups to perform this summer. Trinity choir director David
Brush serves as the director of the Strawberry
Festival Community Choir. Other members of the
choir include Dan Plow, Nancy Blair, Dick
Jordan, MaryLee McAllister, Brian Wilgus, Tana
Fogt and Susan Fogt.

Ohio River
The fourth annual Caribbean Festival at St.
Andrew, Evanston, is scheduled for Sept. 30 from
1 to 6 p.m. Calypso music, raffles, dancing and
food are all a part of this great community event.
For more information, call St. Andrew's at
513.531.4337.

Scioto River
The choir of All Saints, Portsmouth, decided to
take their show on the road. Led by director Justin
Wiget, the choir headed to a local restaurant on a
July evening. Instead of choir practice, the group
of 20 or so enjoyed Mexican food and sang
karaoke. Numbers included a group sing of
Allison Kraus' song, Down to the River to Pray,
and ended the night with a rousing rendition of
Summer Nights from Grease. The audience was
delighted and asked the choir to come back. The
choir made a deal: they'd be back on another
Wednesday if some of the folks visited church on
Sunday!

Around the Diocese items are culled from congregation newsletters and written by Julie Murray. Please make sure the diocese is on your mailing list. For more information about the events or programs, contact the person listed or the congregation. Do you have something to share Around the Diocese? Send news to richelle_thompson@episcopal-dso.org or Episcopal Diocese of Southern
Ohio, c/o Richelle Thompson, 412 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45202.
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I am writing to you in the light of the
75th General Convention of the Episcopal
Church in Columbus, Ohio and the reactions to its decisions. A full report on the
actions of General Convention is available
online at the Episcopal Church's website
www.episcopalchurch.org. However, I
want here to offer some reflections of my
own.
First of all, I am extremely proud of the
Episcopal Church and the thoughtful and
careful way the deputies and bishopsgrounded in our daily encounter with
Christ in word and sacrament-attended to
the business before them. Throughout our
deliberations we remained focused on
God's mission in the world in both its
domestic and global dimensions.
By mission I mean, in the words of our
Prayer Book, the restoration "of all people
to unity with God and each other in
Christ." The setting aside of a significant
portion of our national church budget in
support of the United Nations Millennium
Development Goals, along with a number
of programs already in place, is a very
clear and concrete sign of our global commitment to Christ's ministry of reconciliation. Poverty, hunger and disease threaten
and undermine the dignity and wellbeing
of brothers and sisters around the globe.
Our ministry of reconciliation is exercised
in how we live with, and care for, one
another as brothers and sisters in Christ.
Reconciliation has to do also with our
past and the complicity of the Episcopal
Church in the institution of slavery. What
does reconciliation with those who were its
victims and those who bear its scars entail
and require of us in terms of acknowledgement, repentance and amendment? This
question was forcibly raised in the course
of the Convention and a way to address it
was set in motion. We continue in our
commitment to the eradication of all forms
of racism.
I believe the election of Katharine
Jefferts Schori, Bishop of Nevada, to be
the 26th Presiding Bishop was the work of
the Holy Spirit. Her considerable gifts will
serve the church well in the years ahead.
Her election also means that a woman's
voice will be heard among the voices of
the 38 primates of the Anglican
Communion. The Communion, through its
Consultative Council, is committed to gender equity in all Communion decisionmaking bodies. Bishop Jefferts Schori's
election is a further step toward the realization of that goal.
General Convention's response to the
Windsor Report and the Windsor process
was costly and generous. It was an
unequivocal declaration of our desire
and willingness to be faithful partners
with other provinces in the lengthy
process of developing a covenant articulating our mutual responsibility and
interdependence in the Anglican
Communion.
For some, we went too far and for others,
not far enough. For a strong majority of
what I call the "diverse center" our
response expressed a strong desire to

engage the work of reconciliation as part of
a global communion in which strongly held
opinions on variations in human sexuality
have threatened to displace the creeds and
the sacraments in articulating the faith we
share. I believe our responses have been
made in the spirit of the Windsor Report,
which is an invitation to enter a process of
healing relationships leading to a renewed
sense of common commitment in service to
Christ's mission to our broken and divided
world.
Our decisions also created space in order
that a "listening process" across the
Communion can be as fruitful as possible,
and draw us together across differences.
Voices from other parts of the Communion
and our own church must be heard and
honored. One of the primary resources in
this listening process will be the voices and
experience of gay and lesbian members of
Christ's body. Here I would hope that
Jesus' observation that a tree is known by
the fruit it bears would be taken seriously
as a biblical criterion alongside other texts.
In a recent reflection entitled "The
Challenge and Hope of Being an Anglican
Today" the Archbishop of Canterbury
helpfully raised up the constituent elements of classical Anglicanism, namely
the priority of the Bible in matters of doctrine, the Catholic sacramental tradition
and what he called a "habit of cultural sensitivity and intellectual flexibility that does
not seek to close down unexpected questions too quickly." He both reminds us of
the tradition that has formed us and points
us to the future.
In that same reflection the Archbishop
posits a possible outcome of the covenant
development process in terms of constituent and associate member churches.
Some have fastened on to this two-tier possibility as though a decision had already
been made. However, in his Address to the
General Synod of the Church of England
on July 7, the Archbishop himself noted
that there has been "some interesting
reporting" and a "slightly intemperate reaction." He declared that his reflection "contained no directives…and no foreclosing."
I note here that a two-tier solution to our
present strains raises serious questions
about how we understand ourselves as
being the church. I am put in mind of
Paul's understanding of the church as the
body of Christ of which we are all indis-
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pensable members in virtue of our baptism. I think as well of Jesus' declaration in
the Gospel of John that he is the vine and
we are the branches and that apart from
him we can do nothing.
Such a two-tiered view of our common
life suggests to me amputated limbs and
severed branches without any life-giving
relationship to the One who is the source of
all life. A pragmatic solution in this regard
is at the expense of the deeper truth that the
eye cannot say to the hand, I have no need
of you.
With respect to the future, the
Archbishop proposes a long-term process
rather than an immediate solution, and in
his Address to the Synod he spoke of that
process and of looking "more fully at the
question of what sort of 'Covenant' could
be constructed…"
Here I am put in mind of the
Archbishop's observation in another context that in Baptism we are bound together
in "solidarities not of our own choosing."
Communion is costly and difficult to live
in the concrete, and it is impossible to do
so without the love, which is the very life
of the Trinity, being poured into our hearts
by the Holy Spirit.
I hope and pray that the listening process
and the covenant process will be rooted
and grounded in love. Here it is important
to acknowledge that our actions as a
church have seriously strained the bonds of
mutual affection which sustain our life as a
global Communion. At the same time, I am
mindful of the strains on mutual affection
caused by the unwelcome and uncanonical
incursions into our dioceses by primates
and bishops from other parts of the
Communion.
Both the resolutions of the 75th General
Convention and the Archbishop in his
reflection call us to a renewed sense of
mission, not for the sake of the church and
the Communion, but in order that the
church, and the Communion, can be instruments of reconciliation in the world. It is
my hope and prayer that we, along with
our Anglican brothers and sisters around
the world, may be drawn together across
all that divides us.
I am deeply grateful to the bishops and
deputies for their faithfulness and hard
work and to the countless thousands across
the church who supported us during the
days of Convention with their prayers. The
church is "a wonderful and sacred mystery" and its continuous unfolding constantly challenges and stretches us. What
we will be, as St. John tells us, has yet to
be revealed. As I look to the future I have
every confidence that, prompted and at
times prodded by Spirit, the Episcopal
Church will continue to be an instrument
of God's profligate and reckless reconciling love.
May Christ dwell in our hearts and lead
us forward in unity. And may the peace of
God, which passes all understanding, heal
and reconcile us all.
The Most Rev. Frank T. Griswold is the 25th
Presiding Bishop of the Episcopal Church.

NEWS

An American
missionary
to...Germany?
My name is Megan, and I'm from Christ Church
Cathedral, Cincinnati. I'm 22, I recently finished my BA in
German Studies at the University of Cincinnati, and I've
learned everything I know about what church is and can be
in the Diocese of Southern Ohio. I
was born and raised here, and it is
here that I have experienced the
church at its best and worst and,
like now, its most uncertain. I have
formed ideas about what parish life
is like and what a parish needs to
grow and flourish. Most importantly for me personally, this diocese
has helped me to develop a passion
for building the Kingdom through
Megan Sauer
quality programming within the
parish as well as extensive outreach to carry Christ's love
out into the world. It is that passion and the techniques that
I have learned here that I have brought with me to Berlin,
Germany, where I currently live and work.
I began attending the small Anglican parish in Berlin, St.
George's, nearly three years ago. Last summer, I took over the
Sunday School and have since worked to increase programming for young people there, instituting an acolyte program,
youth events, and service projects and a monthly young adult
event together with the American Church Berlin (ELCA). We
are working to empower our young people and to more fully
integrate them into the life of the parish, though I am told that
my drive for growth and my “anything's possible” attitude are
“very American” and are not always shared by my European
colleagues. As with any international experience, one is
forced to realize that much of what one thinks or believes is
more cultural value and less immutable fact.
This same drive and idealism has inspired me to become
active in the Lutheran Church or Evangelische Kirche.
Working for nearly two years in church-run youth “cafés” for
neighborhood kids, I have come to understand many of the
strengths and weaknesses of the church. It is very old and
well-established with vast resources in terms of space and
staff. It maintains an excellent administrative network that
does programming on a regional scale. However, nearly all
ministries of the church are carried out by paid staff and there
is virtually no interaction between those served and the congregations. Youth programs close for lack of state funding
and yet their parishes have no alternative fundraising solutions. There is a great disconnect between membership lists
upwards of 5,000 and Sunday attendance of 40, between confirmation classes of 40-60 kids and youth groups of 10-20. In
the current economic and social situation in Germany, where
unemployment hovers near 20% or more and the social security system is breaking down, a church paralyzed by its
reliance on ever-dwindling state support (through the churchtax) to pay for its ministries cannot not respond adequately.
I am now working with several Evangelisch churches to
engage their young people in service and outreach. We are
working to inspire the youth who come to the church only
for confirmation to stay, to become active and to live out
their faith by seeking and serving Christ in all people. We
are engaging together in volunteer activities and working to
build up a core group of active young people to carry this
program into new areas and parishes. Put simply, we are
building disciples of Christ and reinvigorating the church.
Energetic, member-driven ministry, experience in a nonstate-supported parish and the conviction that the status quo
isn't the final word and that anything is possible; these are the
gifts that I bring from this diocese to Berlin. These are the gifts
of my culture and experience that I can share with what is so
often described as a “post-Christian” society.
Want to learn more about and support Megan's ministry?
Contact her at clarseach83@yahoo.de.

Alfred Gottschalk stands next to his grandparents and other family members in this 1939 photo,
taken shortly before he fled Germany. Photo provided.

Trip aims to strengthen
Jewish-Christian ties
Although Gottschalk's maternal grandfather
died in 1941of natural causes, the Nazi regime
The two-week journey also includes visits to forbade the erection of headstones on Jewish
the former Buchenwald concentration camp, graves. Gottschalk's paternal grandparents were
interfaith services at synagogues in Mainz and put to death in the concentration camp at
Berlin and the dedication of a public monument Auschwitz.
to the Jews of Oberwesel who died or were
For Daniel Alter, who will be ordained in
deported when the Nazis took over the town in Germany in September, the historic event is bit1931.
tersweet.
“When I studied Hebrew in college, the first
“I cannot be really happy about being among
lessons that we learned
the first ordainees in Germany
were the words 'you are a
since 1942,” said Alter, a stuHebrew, I am a Hebrew,'”
dent at Abraham Geiger
Bishop Thompson said.
College, Germany's only certi“Beneath and beyond the
fied rabbinical school. “I'd
surface of my life liturgirather be number 12,378 to be
cally, pastorally, theologiordained since 1942 and
cally and biblically is this
would rather the Shoa
relationship with our
(Holocaust) had not hapbrothers and sisters of the
pened.”
Jewish tradition. I think it
Gottschalk, who will be a
is incumbent upon us to Rabbi Alfred Gottschalk and Bishop
guest
speaker
at
the
embrace it and to live into Herbert Thompson Jr. plan to travel to
September 14 rabbinical ordiit as fully as we possibly Germany in September for a two-week
nations of three students from
can. I see this (trip) as an Journey of Remembrance and Renewal.
Abraham Geiger College,
opportunity to do that and Photo provided.
views the event as a promise
to do it at a time in which
of hope.
it is greatly needed and on an occasion that is
“With the ordination of rabbis, there are condeeply special for Rabbi Gottschalk, my friend gregations, there are children to teach,”
and my brother.”
Gottschalk said. “It's an event of renewal of
Thompson and Gottschalk renewed their life.”
acquaintance in Cincinnati in 1988, when
In 1942, the Nazis forced Berlin's Hochschule
Thompson was elected bishop coadjutor of the für die Wissenschaft des Judentums (College for
Diocese of Southern Ohio. But the two first the Study of Judaism) to close. Germany had no
crossed paths while at Brooklyn's Boy's High rabbinical school until Abraham Geiger College
School in the 1950s. Gottschalk played on the was established in 1999 as part of the University
football team, and Thompson was a cheerleader. of Potsdam as a school of Reform Judaism.
“I continue to be a cheerleader for him and the
Abraham Geiger College Public Relations
work that he does,” Thompson said. “When I and Development Director Hartmut Bomhoff
heard that he was going to Oberwesel to put the said Dresden is a symbolic site for the Potsdam
marker on the grave of his grandfather, I said, college's first ordinations.
'You shouldn't go alone.' He asked if I might
“Dresden is an epitome of German reunificaconsider going, and I said it would be a great tion and of the reemergence of Jewish life in
privilege for a host of reasons: friendship, the Germany,” Bomhoff said.
relationship with that community, our concern
Thompson, who sees the relationship
for this part of our family and what has hap- between Episcopalians and Jews within the geopened to them in terms of the Holocaust. We graphical area of the Diocese of Southern Ohio
know what a horror it was.”
as strong, hopes the next bishop will work to
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MVERN visitors engage in
people to people ‘diplomacy’
BY JACQUI THEOBALD
INTERCHANGE CONTRIBUTOR
For the 11 travelers from different
parishes of the Miami Valley Episcopal
Russian Network (MVERN), a recent
trip to Russia brought to life the stories
about which previous adventurers have
raved.
The primary purpose of the coalition
of nine Episcopal churches and two
Orthodox churches has been the support of a tiny Russian Orthodox
Church in Sablino, a small town south
of St. Petersburg. MVERN participants
who have made the Russian trip several times are touched almost to tears
when they see what their contributions
and the industry of the Sablino people
have created.
It was the dream of Father Nikolai
Aksenov to do something that would
alter the lives of his parishioners in
Sablino, and his determination and
energy that touched Chris Saunders and
other early travelers some nine years
ago. That led to the MVERN coalition
and the support of the Diocese of
Southern Ohio. It is a true call to a mission. “Somehow God makes these
things possible” Saunders says.
The 11 Dayton-area adults traveled
to Russia in April, at the time of the
Orthodox Easter, a week after ours.
There are no pews or other seating in
Russian churches, and the stalwart

Members of Dayton-area congregations traveled to Russia this spring as part of the
Miami Valley Episcopal Russian Network program.
Americans managed to stand through
the Easter service, which began at 11
p.m. and ended at 4:30 a.m., shortly
before dawn. At midnight, the bells in
the small tower were rung energetically by hand-held ropes and all the people in the church, as well as others
from the town who materialized from
the darkness, all with slender red candles, processed around the church, outside. The parade of flickering lights
was a heavenly image. The obvious
depth of the worshipers' spirituality
and the beautiful music of the four-per-

son choir that sang the entire service a
cappella filled the small church the rest
of the night.
Breakfast back in the Youth Center
as the sun came up was bountiful, in
food, in friendship and in unacknowledged fatigue. When the thank yous
were expressed and translated and the
toasts were acknowledged and the
accordion music broke into cheerful,
then sad Russian folk tunes, it was
finally time to walk through the thin
skin of ice to the bus and return to St.
Petersburg to sleep the day away.

Late in the afternoon on Easter
Monday, the group attended another
service, this one lasting only a little
more than two hours. The service was
held in St. Isaac's Cathedral in St.
Petersburg, which was as different in
appearance from the little country
church as it could be. All the clergy and
bishops of the St. Petersburg diocese
were in attendance in their stunning red
vestments and the icons and ornamentation of the church were rich with gold
and brilliant mosaics. The choir was
more than 50 professional singers and
the worshipers were elegantly dressed.
At the end of the service, Metropolitan
Vladimir, head of the Orthodox
churches of St. Petersburg, stopped to
acknowledge Chris Saunders as the
representative of MVERN. It was an
awesome moment.
The two-week trip included museums and palaces, other churches, several schools, history remembered and
lots of walking.
The travelers returned with hundreds
of pictures on their digital camera
memory cards. When they compare
those images, it is not the beauty of St.
Petersburg or the reality of the Kremlin
and Red Square that cause the bursts of
enthusiasm, although they were postcards come to life. It is the faces of the
people and the places visited that occupy the most space in the memory cards
of the heart.

From Russia to America: Diplomacy begins with strawberries
BY JACQUI THEOBALD
INTERCHANGE CONTRIBUTOR
They sang for Bishop Price and
danced at Christ Church, and they
loved swimming in home pools. The
six Russian teens who came to
America this summer as the guests of
MVERN (Miami Valley Russian
Episcopal Network) had a whirlwind,
two-week visit that included mall
shopping, a mission trip with St.
Paul's, Oakwood, to Athens County
and picking fresh strawberries.
When first interviewed at Christ
Church, Dayton, their English was
hesitant and they could only gesture
and pantomime that so far - in the first
24 hours -- their favorite thing was
picking and eating strawberries.
By the last night in Dayton, they were
commenting and laughing and connecting with American teens, indistinguishable from them in dress or enthusiasm.
They were hosted by nine different
families from different Miami Valley
Episcopal parishes from Troy to
Waynesville. The young people worshipped in various churches, met and

touched the heart of Bishop Price in
Columbus and had a day with members
of St. Paul's Orthodox Church, Dayton.
Funding for these exchanges which
alternate with Ohio teens' journeys to
Russia is the crowning achievement of
all the hard fund-raising work
MVERN does throughout the year, as
well as through the support of the
Diocese of Southern Ohio. This is a
people-to-people opportunity that official diplomatic meetings can only hope
to match in pure joy and exuberance.
In an interview at a local National
Public Radio station, the Russian teens
commented that in America, “Everyone
is free to do what they want” and
“Everyone is friendly and smiling; in
Russia everyone is looking serious.”
They also noted that Ohio is very clean,
and marveled over all the basketball
hoops they saw and “flowers, not plain
kitchen gardens” they'd observed.
Although all six Russians made
amazing progress in speaking and even
more in understanding English, their
communication was facilitated by Dr.
Igor Tolochin, professor of linguistics
at St. Petersburg University. He was

their chaperone, mentor, translator and
buffer, and he did it all with skill and
wit. He has been a friend of MVERN
for many years and is well known to
the American adults and teens who
have been to Russia. Nearly 300
Ohioans over the last eight years have
visited Sablino and become a part of
the MVERN mission.
During the mission trip to Athens,
Tolochin noted that their work in
Appalachia was not that much different than their work in Russia. The mission team dug and planted around the
Athens site in very hot weather.
The Russian teens “work that hard
every day of their lives,” he said.
If some words were elusive, music
was universal. One of the host moms
watched her young guests singing
along with TV commercials. She wasn't quite sure how useful those words
would be, but she appreciated how
much fun they had with it.
More Americanization occurred at
the dance at Christ Church, Dayton,
where about 30 local teens demonstrated the bunny hop and the funky chicken. The visitors needed no introduction
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to pop rock. The Beatles were a
favorite too, and one of the girls broke
in to “Love Me, Do” with no discernible accent, giving a flawless performance. By the end of the evening, it
was impossible to tell Americans from
Russians. Their clothes were “cool,”
their feet were hot, and the newly purchased shoes had been abandoned for
the pleasure of bare feet.
At the goodbye party, the six
Russians filled their plates from the
ample bowls of fresh fruit, still loving
those strawberries, gave tentative
approval to the hot dogs and left the
gooey desserts to their hosts.
Tired kids, still going strong, and
tired adults, just a little wilted, enjoyed
one final moment of understanding
and feeling of oneness. The Russians
sang the “Lord's Prayer” in their own
language as they had for Bishop Price,
their voices sounding like a full choir
in prayer. And then adults and teens,
Americans and Russians, monotones
and musicians raised their voices in
“America, the Beautiful.” And crown
thy good with brotherhood from sea to
shining sea.
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Healing homilies available
Are you reluctant to ask for healing? Are you
reluctant to offer a study on healing? The
Episcopal Healing Ministry Foundation has
just published 100 of 850
homilies
by
Emily
Gardiner Neal written and
delivered during her 30year ministry of healing.
On CD in a pdf format,
these homilies are accompanied by healing stories
shared by believers in the
ministry of healing that
Jesus heals today as He did
2000 years ago. This is the
first of three volumes to be
offered for study groups, personal meditation
or study for clergy, seminarians, prayer groups
and healing team members. Priced at $l5 plus
$5 for shipping, a CD can be ordered by calling
513.831.8382 or online at www.episcopalhealing.org

Women's Day of Prayer
The Third Annual Cincinnati [Interfaith]
Women's Day of Prayer will be held on Sept. 9
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Church of Our Saviour,
65 Hollister Street in Mt. Auburn. This year's
theme is "Building Our Spiritual Reserves." This
event, sponsored by Cincinnati faith communities and the U.S. Grail, is free and open to the
public. Come for an hour or stay all day. Lunch
is provided. Information at 513.542.7334 or
JBlackburn@fuse.net.

Mission Trip to Navajoland
The Red Thread is donating 50 shawl kits
(hand-knitted shawl, stuffed toy and prayer
brochure) for Navajoland children. A number of
the shawls are being made by parishioners of
Church of the Ascension, Middletown. The Red
Thread (www.the-red-thread.org) is a 501(c)3
charitable organization whose sole purpose is to
provide orphans with medical care. Kathy Korge
Albergate is a cofounder of The Red Thread and
wife of Ascension's rector, the Rev. Scott P.
Albergate.
Ascension has made an annual mission trip to
Navajoland, located on the northeast border of
Arizona and Utah near Monument Valley, for seven
years. This year Ascension, joined by Trinity,
Myrtle Beach, made the trip in late July. Ascension's
team includes Pam and Doug Campbell, Kay
Fraley, Fay Greer and Marlene Kunz.

Outreach ministry
celebrates 50 years
Trinity Nearly New Exchange, an outreach ministry of Trinity, Troy, is celebrating its 50th anniversary. Located at 221 Public Square SE, the consignment store serves the local area by providing used
clothes and other household items at affordable
prices to those in our community and by donating
thousands of dollars worth of clothes to local service
agencies.
In honor of the 50 years of community service, a
celebration will be held at Nearly New in the Public
Square on Aug. 17 from 5-7 p.m. The celebration will
include a blessing, a ribbon cutting and a reception.
All are invited.

Doing the Lord’s (dirt-y) work
Vivian Templin, senior warden of St. Stephen's, Cincinnati, and a member of the St.
Simeon and Anna Society, operates a bobcat on the parish grounds. As part of its
Community Outreach projects, St. Stephen's is setting aside a portion of the five-acre
grounds as a memorial garden for pet cremains. The garden is being prepared by
parish members, including Templin. They will be interring pet cremains for both parishioners and for members of the greater community during a Blessing of the Pets service on Oct. 7.

Save the date for a
Sentimental Journey
Bob Snyder, a renowned master of the tenor and
alto saxophone, clarinet and flute, will perform the
best-loved musical memories
of the big band era with his
10-piece band at two
Episcopal Retirement Homes
(ERH) fundraisers, Friday
and Saturday, Sept. 15 and
16. Proceeds from both
events will go toward enriching the lives of older adults.
Snyder has toured extensively with The Glenn Miller
Air Force Dance Band and
Lionel Hampton, and was a
staff musician for Motown Records. His resume also
includes performances with Frank Sinatra, Tommy
Dorsey, Tito Puente, Count Basie, Pete Fountain,
Boots Randolf, Ramsey Lewis, Joe Williams,
Bradford Marsalis and Johnny Mathis, to name a few.
Canterbury Court's Silver Celebration will be held
Friday, Sept. 15, from 6 to 10 p.m. at St. Paul's
Episcopal Church (33 W. Dixon Ave., Oakwood).
Come celebrate Canterbury Court's 25th anniversary
with a swinging performance! All proceeds go
toward establishing the Canterbury Court
Endowment Fund. The fund will enable ERH to con-
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tinue to provide added amenities and services, such
as transportation, gardening areas and a part-time
chaplain, to residents of the affordable housing community (located in West Carrollton, Ohio).
Canterbury Court serves as the prototype for ERH's
planned future expansion of affordable housing
throughout the region. Tickets are $25 per person,
which includes heavy hors d'oeuvres and beverages;
a silent auction, featuring items donated from local
individuals and businesses; and free parking and
shuttle service. For more information or to purchase
tickets, call 937.859.7490, ext. 103.
The Sentimental Journey Gala, presented by the
H.B., E.W. & S.R. Luther Charitable Trust, will be
held in Cincinnati on Saturday, Sept. 16, from 6 to 10
p.m. at the 20th Century Theater (3021 Madison Rd.,
Oakley). All proceeds will go toward ERH's Good
Samaritan Mission for resident financial aid. The
fund provides more than $2 million in charitable care
to seniors. Each year, ERH provides approximately
$15,000 per resident for those who need assistance
for prescriptions, nursing care and social activities.
The generosity of ERH donors has allowed all residents to remain in their ERH communities, regardless
of financial circumstances. Tickets are $100 per person, which includes hors d'oeuvres and bar beverages; gourmet dinner with table service; and admittance to the heirloom auction, featuring estate jewelry and original artwork. For more information or to
purchase tickets, call 800.835.5768, ext. 4218.

REFLECTIONS

Love Song: The girl in the woods
Pacifism is a role to be fulfilled in humility-the same humility that is called for by the soldier who says the
General Confession as he loads his rifle. Bishop James A. Pike in Doing the Truth
Looking back on my life so far, I can name
quite a number of people who have had an influence on the choices I've made. The most extraordinary person in that list is a little girl I never
saw.
The story begins with my college dean allowing
me to take my exams early because I had been
offered a great job with the Associated Press covering the state House of Representatives in Frankfort,
Ky.
I loved it, and I guess I did good work because later
the AP bureau chief in Baltimore invited me to be his
legislative reporter in Annapolis. But in between, and
after I had been with the AP less than six months, I
had another request: to report to Manhattan Beach
Air Force Station in New York to begin two years of
active duty.
During the last part of my training in the university's Air Force ROTC program, we had been
asked where we would like to serve and what we
would like to do. The Korean War was over; the
Cold War was heating up. I chose Europe and
intelligence and got both. Because I had only two
years to serve – most people did three – the Air
Force didn't send me to intelligence school but
assigned me to an operational unit where I would
get on-the-job training.
Early in the summer, I arrived at Molesworth
Air Base in England to join a unit unromantically
– and deceptively – called the 582 Air Resupply
Group. I had imagined intelligence work would
be largely poring over reports and photos and
making analyses. Instead, I was told I was to be

the group special training
officer. That meant that
first I must undergo the
special training.
“Special training” prepared downed airmen to
survive and, if they found
themselves in unfriendly
territory, to evade the
enemy and, if caught, to
escape. So it began: exercises in England, in the
beacons of Wales, the
forests of France, the hills
of Bavaria, training in
using various kinds of weapons and learning how to
live off the land.
Among my teachers were members of the U.S.
Army's Special Forces and the British Special
Air Service, the SAS. They were tough soldiers,
men who had gone through incredible tests to
become what they were. Many had seen a lot of
combat.
While I was very conscious of the seriousness of the work I was doing, at another level I
enjoyed it as an adventure. I enjoyed it until
one day when we took a walk in the woods with
a war-hardened SAS sergeant. He taught us,
among other things, that our chances of evading the enemy in woods were better if we were
well up in a tree, for searchers grow weary of
looking up.
Then he talked about the chances of our being seen

THE REV.
BOB
HORINE

by civilians who would turn us in. And he asked,
“What would you do if you were found by a little
girl?” No one answered, so the sergeant went on, “It's
either you or her.”
I had been considering making a career of the
Air Force, but I knew in that moment that in a
you-or-her situation there was no question of my
hurting a child. And beyond that, I was appalled
that such a question could be asked. I was in the
wrong place. When my commitment was over, I
left active duty, declining my commander's invitation to “go regular,” to become a career officer.
I went back to news reporting, where I believed I
could do some good.
I wrote above that I never saw the little girl, but
that's not quite true. I saw her in my imagination that
day, and sometimes I see her still after I have watched
the evening news on TV.
I hate war, but I support and pray for the warriors. I believe that there are just wars. At the same
time, I believe it is a terrible sin to kill the innocent, inevitable though that is even in the most
just war. I can't reconcile these beliefs, yet somehow over the years I have managed to hold them
in something like balance. Lately the balance has
become precarious. My mind is uncomfortable
with paradox. Perhaps only the heart can handle
such things.
The Rev. Bob Horine is a retired priest
in the Diocese of Lexington and a
former senior editor of Forward
Movement Publications.

“A special ministry of servanthood”
“Make her, O Lord, modest and humble, strong and constant, to observe the discipline of Christ.” [The Ordination of a Deacon, BCP, p. 545]
ing as part of Mercy Hospital's spiritual care center (www.mercycares.
com). She talks about being with a
family when their loved one dies.
“I'm glad I got there in time. I think
that was important.”
A few years ago, she became ill and
can no longer safely manage the sanctuary stairs in Christ Church,
Springfield, and so she doesn't assist
at the altar. But Hart, continuing her
interest in wholeness, has a station
during communion where people can
go for prayers of healing for themselves or others. “As long as I can
read the Gospel, I'm content,” she
says.
A seventh-generation Episcopalian,
she has three grown children, two sons
and a daughter and six grandchildren.

BY SALLY B. SEDGWICK
INTERCHANGE CONTRIBUTOR
With short, gray hair and gentle
blue eyes, Donna Hart quietly does
whatever is required of her to help
Springfield be connected and whole.
For 20 years, she served as the director for Project Woman, a Springfield
organization dedicated to helping
abused women. For Hart, that was
living out her vocation, a term frequently used when discussing a call
to “orders.” But she knew also that
when she retired she would work for
the church – and that was “all part
and parcel of the same calling.”
When she heard of the option of the
permanent diaconate, she recognized
the perfect forum to shape that stage
of her work. So after retirement, she
entered the diocesan deacon's training
program and in 1997, Hart was
ordained to the diaconate as part of
the same vocation.
“All that was different was that I

The Rev. Dcn. Donna Hart
became a deacon,” she said.
Here, in the same community
where she assisted women and fami-

lies who felt they were in a hopeless
situation, Hart spends three days a
week, plus some time on call, work-
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A Servanthood of Ministry is a regular
column sharing the ministry of deacons.
Want to learn more about the
diaconate? Contact the Rev. David
McCoy at 614.461.8429.

NEWS

ECSF grants support ministry
BY ARIEL MILLER
INTERCHANGE CONTRIBUTOR
As General Convention made headlines, community ministry continued to bloom like wildflowers all
over Southern Ohio. Here's a bouquet of stories from
volunteers serving in projects you're supporting by
your gifts to ECSF this year. You provide the material for mercy; they are the hands delivering it.

Trinity,Columbus:
Throughout the time that Trinity was in the throes
of preparing to host General Convention events –
including the election of the Presiding Bishop, scores
of homeless people visited the church each day for
help and nourishment at the Open Shelter. Your
donations to ECSF help buy food for the children of
the parish to make sack lunches for the homeless
guests. In late May, parishioner David Horn wrote:
“Sunday will be our third monthly Open Shelter
Sunday at Trinity at which we prepare sack lunches for
the Open Shelter's lunch program. I have assisted the
children in Trinity's Sunday School with the preparation of these lunches each month. The kids just love
making the lunches. They have it down to a science –
making the sandwiches in an assembly line, filling bags
with carrots and cookies, putting each lunch together,
and then delivering them to the Open Shelter staff.
“The project has given our Sunday School children a real opportunity to serve in a direct way, and
they feel so good about what they are able to do for
people in our community. They ask about when the
next time to make lunches will be and look forward
to Open Shelter Sunday through-out the month. As
we go through the coming summer months, when
our Sunday school is less formal, we know that we
will be able to count on the continuing enthusiasm
of the Sunday school children to keep this project
rolling along.”

Above: By combining its ECSF grant
with the decision to buy its food at
a Shared Harvest food bank, St.
Paul, Martin's Ferry, has more than
doubled the number of families it
serves each month. Its food pantry
and health screening ministry now
occupies the entire ground floor.
Cindy Belew, Emily Shanley-Roberts
and Dana Thomas, volunteers from
Ascension and Holy Trinity,
Wyoming, gave the kitchen a fresh
coat of paint during a mission trip
over the Fourth of July weekend.

St.Peter’s Delaware:
Your donations help support the Second Friday
community dinner for financially strapped and lonely people in Delaware. Parishioner Bob Gaffey sent
this timely reflection: “I volunteer at Andrews House
every second Friday because it provides a glimpse of
God's dream for his world. Amidst the negativity of
the media, amidst the cynicism of society, amidst the
categories that separate us and amidst the dissensions
of doctrines of the churches, Second Friday provides
an opportunity to bridge these differences to welcome and serve hungry people a hearty meal in
which they are welcomed as honored guests at the
table. People of all faiths work together to make this
occasion possible. It does my soul good to witness
the Kingdom of God coming alive in the midst of our
differences. I sense the Spirit at work here more than
at any other time in the month. It is in the role of a
servant that the parables come alive for me. I thank
Andrews House for the opportunity that is provided
for such blessings to occur.”

St.Mary’s,Hillsboro:
St. Mary’s uses your donations for supplies for the
parish's Soup's On community dinner, which has
grown exponentially in the number of people welcomed and served each month. “I would like to highlight one of our volunteers,” wrote Peggy Addington
this spring. “Glenn and his wife Reba have participated in every one of the Soup's On meals held at St.
Mary's since it inception January, 2003. Glenn has
physical limitations and is unable to stand for the
length of time necessary to serve meals. His 'job' is
official greeter and counter. His records are meticulous. When asked why he comes close to 20 miles

Left: Deacon Top Borden of
Ascension and Holy Trinity helps
sort food at St. Paul's food pantry
during the mission trip.
every month, [he said it's] because he likes to help
people, and it is also a chance to do something with
his brother. Glenn and Reba have also missed family
events because they have made the commitment to
be at Soup's On each month and their family 'just has
to understand.'”

St.Paul’s,Logan:
And finally, a front-line dispatch from ECSF
trustee Curt Garner, who serves as one of the volunteer drivers for the Hocking Meals On Wheels, which
is a lifeline to shut-in people scattered across a threecounty rural area.
The volunteer wrote: “First Day on the Job:” I left
home for Logan at 10 a.m. I needed to be at the
Meals on Wheels location by 10:45. The trip is 20
miles. Surprisingly, I was a bit nervous about doing
this. My main concerns were finding one of the
clients ill or injured or making a mistake in delivering the correct meal. Some of the clients are diabetic,
some are on a low sodium diet, some get an extra
frozen meal, some get the next day's breakfast, some
get juice and not milk. Anyhow, I really didn't want
to make an error.
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“When I arrived at the MOW location, I had to
put on a white hairnet to enter the area where the
meals are prepared. The MOW volunteer had
everything ready for me. Each meal consists of a
hot dish and a sack with milk/juice, dessert and
fruit. The sacks for diabetics are white, others are
brown. Bags with juice have a pink tag. Low sodium meals are tagged with the client's name. There
is a list with clients' names and order information
and, thankfully, a map.
“I delivered to 13 clients and fortunately, everything went well. The clients are spread out over 11.3
miles with a total driving distance of 53 miles, and it
took me 45 minutes. I returned the carrying bags
back to the MOW location. I really felt good about
this experience.
“Since I was in Logan, I decided to go to Kroger's
and the hardware store. When I got home, I was still
feeling pretty good, but then I looked in a mirror –
and bummer – I still had the hairnet on!”
Want to learn more about supporting ECSF? Contact
Ariel Miller at 513.221.0547 or huxleym@eos.net

